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Because of their continual program and technological growth, the UCF police department is
now making some important personnel changes for
its future.
Detective Sergeant Randy Mingo, who has
been with the department since 1988, became the
department's third lieutenant on Dec. 1.
"There is some good growth here, and a lot of
changes taking place in the department that are
really geared to servicing the community. So, rm
real positive about it," said Sgt. Mingo.
As Lieutenant, Mingo will be overseeing all
police activities during the evening hours, as ·well
as such Special Service programs as the Bicycle
Unit, SAPEE and ~pecial Events. His patrol will
also be providing direct supervision over the student .housing facilities of Knight's Court and
Knight's Krossing.
"We are no longer just an eight-to-four university. We have a lot of activities that occur out here
at night, ang we wantto.offer the same amount of
service to the evening students," said Mingo.
Mingo's experience in inv~stigation goes back
a long way. He was one- of the main detectives
investigating the theft of $35,000 of laser equip-

UCF stUdent performs·in Nutcracker

.

The <ast of the the Southern Ballet Theatre's production of "The Nutaacker" dressed for a
bohday performance. UCF senior lee Marion iuggles being a dancer with the Southern
Ballet Theatre as well as a part of the marketing department and a student.
- For story, see page A-3

ZELANES, Page A-5

Fall commencement to be held Dec. 15-16
•

ELAINE LEBLANC
STAFF WRITER

Commencement ceremonies for the fall 2000
semester will be held Dec. 15 - 16 at the UCF Arena.
The procession of the students and the platform party
will begin five minutes prior to the start of each ceremony.
Tickets will be available for pick-up at the UCF
bookstore Dec. 4-9 with a photo ID during bookstore
hours. Doctoral candidates and platform party guests
can pick up their tickets in the Office of Constituent
Relations (AD 328) Monday through Friday from 8
Puoro BY JASON KOKOTOFF
a.m.-5 p.m.
Although many students enjoyed their time at UCF,_ Students don their decorated caps and gowns at Fall graduagraduation is an event to which most look forward. Phil tion last year. This year's tickets are available at the UCF .
Donato said, "I am most excited about the idea of corn- -Bookstore tocated in the John T. Washington Centre.
ing home at night and having absolutely no homework to
do."
Dec. 15, 2000
Students are not the only Knights anticipating the
* 10 a.m. College of Business Administration
commencement ceremony. Thomas Keon, dean of the
* 1:30 p.m. College of College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business, said: "I love graduation. It's a very Dec.16,2000
.
exciting time. People are happy; Parents are happy, and
* 9:30 a.m. College of Health and Public Affairs
students are happy."
* 1 p.m.
Colleges of Education, Engineering &
The graduation exercises are scheduled as follows:
Computer Science, and School of Optics
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Internships lead to jobs
Alex Morton, owner of International Publishing Co. of
America, goes over some work with intern Beth Palladino, a
,senior ioumalism maior at UCF. Morton· is among hundreds
of Central Florida business owners to discover that interns
are not iust for short-term summer iobs anymore.

Online .shopping
eases holiday
headaches
RUTH HEIDT
STAFF WRITER

The holiday season is upon us.
Fast paced shopping, crowded malls
and agitated shoppers surround the
stores looking for the perfect gift for
a loved one. But does the holiday
shopping season have to be so stressful?
There is an alternative to fighting this madness -- online· shopping.
Although some people may be

uncomfortable with shopping online,
it can be both a convenience and a
way to save money.
"At first I was hesitant on using
my credit card online," said UCF
student Crystal Pitman .
"But many of the sites have
secured links."
DELIVERY, Page A-3
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"'*All payments+ tax, 39 months through Lender. 10,000 free miles per year (except 2000 Golf GLS). Leasee responsible for insurance. AH !eases w/ approved credit Excessive miles at 15 cents per mile at lease end. Total of payment on 2001 Jetta GLS, $8 1 385; 2001 New Beetle GLS 1 $7,761. Residual.at buyout: 2001 Jetta
GLS, $11 A52.75; 200 l New Beetle GLS, $11,467.50. 2000 Golf GLS: All payments plus tax, 42 months through Lender, 12,000 free miles per year. Total of paynH.~1t: $10,878. Residua! at buyout: 10, 186.60. No dealer discount required. $250 termination fee. Offer ends December 20 1 2000.
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Delivery a main problem
of online shopping
FROM PAGE

.

.

•

A-1

A good majority of the
stores online offer a secure
web site to post your credit
card number. When purchasing items from a specific site,
it will inform the customer
whether or not the site is
secure. A warning will
appear on the screen with
specific information regarding the stat?s of the web
page .
The companies who
sponsor web sites want their
customers to not only purchase items in their stores,
but they also want them to
use their online services.
This tactic increases
profits for each company.
One way to grab the attention
of the shoppers is to have
promotional sales that are for
online users only.
For example, American
Eagle offers free shipping
and handling for orders $75
and higher while fogdog.com
doesn't give free shipping
and handling until .the orders
are $100 or higher.
Many other online stores
offer different promotions
other than just free shipping.
Oldnavy.com gives out a $10
holiday gift card with every
$50 purchase, while ot~ers

eliminate taxes from their
products.
"Many of the products
that I order online never have
tax included which helps in
the long run," said Pitman.
Ordering items online
also offers the the customer
the convenience · of not hav.:.
ing to leave his or her house
and fighting the crowds. In
one afternoon a person can
finish all of their shopping
while enjoying the comfort
of their own home. There are
no lines and shoppers don't
have to worry about finding
something in the right size,
shape or color because all of
the items are listed on each
web site.
"Sometimes
I worry' that
. .
/:,:''
. the package won't aftive~ on
time for the holidays," said
Pitman .
. One of the biggest problems with ordering online is the delivery service.
When . compared to
shopping in a store, where
. items are guaranteed to be
shipped immediately, online
stores have to worry about
shipping. Many of the companies th~t s.u pport_ web
pages hav.e a cut-off date for
specific orders to guarantee
delivery. For example, the
Disney Store cuts off thefr of fun." · '

Dancing through college
UCF senior to perform in 'The Nutcracker'.
AMY PAVUK

•

•

•
•

•
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ELIZABETH ANNE ALLEN

AND OTHER .TV STARS

JULIE BENZ

•

REGISTER TODAY TO SEE THE MAIN EVENT AT WWW.HELENECURTIS.COM
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Holiday season made easy with meager budget
Christmas season
doesn't have to cost
a fortune

Another easy way to save a lit- Playstations to TV's and celltle money is to shop in places Jike phones for nearly a third of their
the dollar store or thrift shops. regular price.
Although the prices are low,
There are many things you can get
at the dollar store that are the exact you have to expect to be getting
same items you would buy some- something that is most likely useq;
ADAM SHIVER
like Wal-Mart or Target. very used.
where
STAFF WRITER
While these are all great ideas,
The only difference is it costs just
Christmas is that special time a dollar. The dollar store is an you can also be innovative and creof the year when everyone gathers especially good place (o shop for ate your own gifts. For those good
with a needle and thread, you can
together for the holidays to cele- small children.
pick
up a spiffy cross-stitch patBuying
a
toy
for
a
small
child
brate and be joyous. It seems that
tern,
which can be sewn and
can
be
an
expensive
undertaking.
It
the exchange of gifts for Christmas
is
often
a
waste,
considering
they
framed
in the nick of time for the
is the focus of the whole holiday.
holidays.
If you're not handy with
are
going
to
lose
interest
in
a
few
For a college student, this means
the
hands,
but still looking for a
days
or
tear
the
toy
apart
to
disspending money that most do not
relatively
inexpensiye
create-yourcover
how
it
works.
have.
Thrift stores are great in that own gift, you might try something
Christmas does-not have to be
on our wallets though. There are · most items there are in relatively like making your own flavored
many different ways to avoid rack- good condition and at least half the liquors and schnapps. Doing so is
ing up those high interest credit price of the department stores. as cheap as buying a cheap $6.00
card bills and emptying that purse; Here, like the dollar store, you can bottle of vodka, some fruit and a
find many toys -as well as things book on making your own liquors.
things no college student wants.
"Anything from the heart is appropriate for mom and dad. You Baskets with a variety of fruits or
good,"
suggested
Valencia can get everything . from tools tp candies are also a very nice gift
Community College ·sophomore, appliances, VCRs- to vases, and that cost hardly anything.
"I've made everything from
even c_ollectable memorabilia.
Leon Terry.
Many students invest in a Gifts bought _at the thrift store are picture frames, to sports gifts baslarge box of Christmas cards. With going to run you quite a bit more kets and lots of other handmade
a personalized message in each than the dollar store of course, but things for Christmas," sai~ ·S ara
this can be a great thing for those nowhere as much as they wou]d at · VonMutius, a sophomore.
If you 're not the handy type
with little or no money at holiday the mall. It is always a good idea to
purcllase
·
thoroughly
inspect
your
you
might just stick to the dollar
time.
Lots of students feel, though, to insure it works properly before store. Either way · you are sure to
that this is not acceptable. 'How you leaye the store. Most thrift find an inexpensive way to give
gifts on your college-student budcan you not give someone some- stores have a no return policy.
If you visit the flea market you get. As they say "It's not the gift,
thing at Christmastime? ' many stucan
find
everything
from but the thought that counts."
dents as}.c.
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Holiday purchases benefit College of Education

* An academic setting for
studying
*A place for study groups
Shopping the Zany to meet
Brainy? Do it this * Computer access for
preparing papers and
Saturday
reports. e-mail access, and
Zany Brainy in the
access to vital information
Waterford Lakes Shopping
on the infortn.ation KIOSK
Center is donating 10 per* Tutoring services (Please
cent of all purchases made ·
check the tutoring schedule
on.Saturday, Dec. 9 from 9
for tutoring hours)
.a.m.-9:30 p.in. · to the
If you need additional
College of Education. In
information please phone
addition, shoppers should
(407) 823-5130. SARC is
· state that ~Jley are there for
located in PCl-102 near
UCF when they step up to
the . Biojogical Sciences
the register, to ensure their
Buildmg.
purchase benefits the
· Cellege of Education.
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

c.-

.Copper levels qigh in
SARC open for finals campus water
Scheduled sampling of
~4-hours a day

'.Ihe Student Academic
Resource Center (SARC)
is currently open 24-hours
and
will continue through this
. Friday, December 8 until
5:00 p.m. During the 24hour "final exams period"
SARC can provide students with the following
services: '

the campus water system
lias revealed elevated copper levels in some buildings. The following buildings have copper levels
above the 1.3 mg/l level set
by the Department of
Environmental Protection:

QUESTIONS, Page A-5

·university of Central Florida's

- - - GOLDEN RULE UPDATES 2000-2001
Violation Reports

receive the panel's decision as to in violation or not in vio~ation of
the Rules of Conduct, and consider any sanctions recommended
by the panel.

- Change in hearing board structure.

Student Eligibility for Leadership Positions
- Change in eligibility requirements.

The Director of Judicial'Services or designee may approve, mitigate _or increase the sanctions recommended by the panel, based
on standards set forth in tJie Judicial Sanctions section of the Student Judicial Process, or return the case to a student hearing panel
for a re-consideration, if the findings are not based upon competent substantial evidence or do not comply with the requirements
of law or applicable university rules.

'

Evaluation of Judicial Process·
- New section.

· ...

Student Record Guidelines
- Registrar updates access to student records.

1. A copy of the formal charges in writing.
2. A video tape recording of the .hearing.
3. All staff memoranda and/or data submitted.
4. All items of physical evidence submitted, provided such
items are not returned to a rightful owner. In that case, photographs or other facsimiles shall be made before return.
5. The recommendation by the nearing panel, if any.
6. The Director of Judicial Services' decision.

•

•
•

~tudent

Eligibility for
Leadership Positions

Administrative Hearings
Administrative hearings shall be conducted by a faculty or staff
member randomly selected by the Director of Judicial Services or
designee from the Student Conduct Board. The charged student
shall be informed of the hearing officer assigned to his/her case
and shall have the opportunity to challenge the impartiality of the
, individual within three (3) school days of notification. The student
.shall state in writing the basis for such challenge. A hearing officer
so challenged will be excused; however, indiscriminate challenges
shall not be permitted.

Any reference in this publication [The Golden Rule] to the Director of Judicial Services or university student judicial officer
shall refer to the Director of the Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities.

Violation
Reports

Student Conduct Board
The Student Conduct Board shall consist of twenty (20) persons
appointed by the Vice President for Student Development and
Enrollment Services ..The Student Conduct Board shall consist
of not less than five (5) faculty members, five (5) administrative
staff members representing the various administrative aivisions
of the university, and ten (10) student members. Board members shall serve annual terms beginning and ending in August of
each academic year. When a vacancy occurs, the vice president
shall make new appointments to filJ unexpired terms. Whenever the number of board members available to serve in a particular disciplinary hearing is reduced, the vice president may
appoint additional members on an ad hoc basis.

The Director of Judicial Services or designee may approve, lnitigate or increase the sanctions recommended by the Administrative
Hearing Officer, based on the standards set forth in the Judicial
Sanctions section of the Student Judicial Process or return t;he case
to the Administrative Hearing Officer for re-consideration if the
findings are not based upon competent substantial evidence or do
not comply with the requirements of law or applicable university
rules.
Any decision by the Director of Judicial Services or designee to
alter sanctions or return a case shall be accompanied by a concise
and explicit written statement that explains _the basis for that decision.

Student Hearing Panel
A student hearing panel to consider individual cases shall be
randomly selected by ~e Director of fodicial,Services or designee from the Student Conduct Board and shall consist of three
(3) faculty and administrative staff members combined, and two
(2) student members. Each panel shall elect from among its number an individual to conduct that hearing and to report its decisions to the Director of Judicial Services or designee. At hearings conducted by a student hearing panel, the Director of Judicial Services or designee shall act as an advisor to the panel,

Conduct .o f Hearings - the following is furnished as a guide to
the sequence of events in a hearing:
1: Reaaing of charges.
2. Presentation of evidence against the charged student.
3. Presentation of evidence in· defense of the charged student.
4. Deliberation (In executive session if hearing-is before a board).
5. Announcement of the decision.
Case Record - The case record shall consist of the following items:

1.
During fall and spring semesters, be currently _enrolled
as a student activity -fee-paying half-time student (currently
defined as at least six (6) credit hours as an undergraduate
degree-seeking student or a post-baccalaureate.stu~nt, or at
least.five (5) credit hours in a graduate degree-seeking program). During summer session, be currently enrolled for at
least three (3) credit hours in at least one of the terms .
2. Have a minimum overall grade point averageof2.3 for
all hours earned while enrolled at UCF.

fl

•

•

Evaluation of Student
Judicial Process
The student judicial process will be evaluated not less than .
every three (3) calendar years by 'a univetsity committee composed of three (3) student members appointed by the student
body president of Student Government to the vice president
for Student Development and Enrollment Services and three
(3) faculty and/or staff members appointed by the vice president for Student Development and Enrollment Services.

Student Record
Guidelines
Students may request student directory information be withheld by completing the necessary forms in the university

Registrar's office.

I
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Event staffing at Orlando's premier
sports and leisure venues:

·Ushers
·Ticket Takers

• Parking Attendants
• Cashiers

We have flexible day, evening, and weekend
shifts available. Tell us when you're
·available and we'll work with you!
Call (407) 839-8833 for an

...

..

immediate interview
EOE I No Fee

.....
11111
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STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

announces that we now do

FREE
.

CRIMINAL
REPRESE·N TATION

Beat

Police

spherion.
Spherion, formerly Norrell, is looking for
outgoing people for the coolest job around.

JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

Where's my keys? Where's my car?!
On Monday, Nov. 20, Brenda Aroche, 21, parked her 1998 Ford Taurus in what is known by police
as parking lot six hundred. Upon exiting the vehicle, she used her remote control key system attached
to her key chain to lock it.
,
During the course of the day, Aroche somehow lost her key chain. When she returned to the parking lot, she found that her Taurus was missing as well. Officer James Meeks, who investigated the
crime. believes that Aroche lost her key chain in the parking lot. where the thief found them. Aroche
could name no possible suspect, but said that she will press charges.

Another day, another DUI
Officer Joseph Ingerham conducted a routine traffic stop on Michael Grecz as he drove his Honda
on Gemini Boulevard North. As he followed Grecz 1s car, Officer Ingerham noticed that the noise
abatement devise on the vehicle had been modified to sound louder than normal . Grecz slowed his car
to twenty mph in a thirty-five mph zone.
Upon making contact with Grecz, Officer lngerham could detect a strong smell of alcohol coming
from the car. According to Ingerham. Grecz was having trouble locating his vehicle registration. Then,
when Ingerham asked Grecz for his license, he reached into his back pocket before realizing that it was
sitting on his lap. Ingerham noticed a New York license in his wallet and asked to see it as well. The
Florida license was real, however. no record could be found for the New York one( Coincidentally, the
New York license also showed that the eighteen-year-old Grecz was twenty-one. Grecz was taken to
t~e Orange County DUI Testing Center.

Zelanes and Blanton trade positions
in 1978. He also holds masters degrees in criminal jusment from the CREOL build- tice and public administration
ing, which stands as the from UCF.
largest grand theft case in_
Along with Mingo's proUCF's history.
motion comes two other
Mingo garnered his changes in the department.
Lt. Mike Zelanes, comundergraduate degree in law
enforcement administration at mander of the Patrol Unit,
Youngstown State University will be trading positions with
FROM PAGE

A-1

Lt. Tom Blanton, the head of
Support Services. Effective
Dec. 1, Zelanes will be in
charge of Support Services, as
Lt. Blanton will head up the
Patrol Unit. ·Also, Sgt. Troy
Williamson will be taking
over Mingo 's position on the
Safety Committee.

...

*limited to 3rd degree felony & misdemeanors,
exclusive of court costs and fines. Avail~ble to
currently enrolled UCF students only.

•

For additional information, contact
Student Legal Services .
407-823-2538, SRC 155.

..

Funded by A&SF as allocated by Student Government.

•

•
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Indecency

Copper levels on the rise at UCF
FROM PAGE

A-4

Visual Arts

2.100 mgll

Theater

1.400 mg/I

Student Union

2.200 mgll

Print Shop

1.500 mgll

Utility Plant

1.500 mgll

Computer Center II

1.700 mg/l

Copper is a naturally occurring metal and is
also a nutrient to the human body. However, the
Environmental Protection Agency has set an action
level of 1.3 ppm for copper. Water systems that
exceed this level must notify their users and ins~i-

tute a copper control plan. Corrosion control of
water in copper piping is the primary means of
eliminating copper in water. Interim measures are
simply to flush your water taps as detailed below.
To reduce exposure to copper m drinking
water let the water run from the tap before using it
for drinking or cooking anytime the water in a
faucet has gone unused for more than six hours.
Flushing the tap means running the faucet until the
water gets noticeably colder or for 15-30 seconds.
Try not to cook or drink with hot water from the
tap. Hot water can dissolve copper more quickly
within the pipes thari cold water.
The physical plant is working with Dr. James
Taylor of UCF's College of Engineering to improve
our corrosion control system and correct the copper
levels that exceed the acceptable level of 1.3 mg/l.
If you have questions or need additional information please call 407-823-2471.

P,tsorJa1 Injury
Wron9fllleath
Contract' Disputes

•

•

{~01)568-3800

Retractions and corrections
An article in the Nov. 22 issue of the Central Florida Future titled "Bacopoulos
crowned as Mr. UCF 2001" stated, through information provided by CAB, that last
year's Mr. UCF, John Santo, had been striped of his title three days before the
pageant. The former Mr. UCF had actually been pulled from the pageant due to
attending practices for the event. Hence Chris Riehl, the first runner-up of last
year's pageant became the emcee for the event.

www. UCF[uture. com • December 6, 2000
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Leg warmers and GI
Joe take student back
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Recently I reached th~ ripe
old age of 21. I was realizing all
of the things that have come
and gone during my short 21
years. I have been going over
· things I remember from yesteryear that we were all quite fond
of. So I decided to share this list
in an effort to reminisce ...
In our time GI Joe was our
All-American hero, while Jem
and the Holograms rocked out
and fought evil.
Slap bracelets, jelly shoes
and Hyper Color shirts were
donned by kids in elementary
schools across the nation.
Pogo-Balls,
Skip-Its,
Roller Racers, Big Wheels and
Nash skateboards rule the sidewalks of neighborhoods everywhere.
Pac-Man and Asteroids
were our first teachers in handeye coordination only to be
over taken by Mario and his
friend Luigi.
Everything was a bright
Day-Glo color including the leg
warmers and headbands which
so many of us were wearing.
Cartoons
ruled
the
Saturday morning airwaves. We
rolled out of bed early each
weekend to engross ourselves
in He-Man, Gum.mi Bears, PeeWee's Playhouse and Garfield
and Friends.
Michael Jackson taught us
all how to moonwalk and that
wearing only one glove could
be cool. He also showed us over
the years that chameleons are
not the only thing that could
change their color.
Catch phrases such as
"Where's the beef?" and "Help,
I've fallen and can't get up"
were repeated and joked about
by everyone.
Ronald Regan and George
Bush were living in the White
House running our c:ountry.
MTV premiered with the
video "Video Killed the Radio
Star" and became a staple of
life for youngsters across the
nation. It piped in their favorite
music and made parents wonder what was wrong with the
youth of the time:
The Rubik's Cube confused us all, until the day we
decided to remove all the stickers and rearrange them so we
could brag to all our friends.
Desert Storm was the fust
war of our time and ScudBuster shirts were worn by
many in support of the war in
the Middle-East.
Such hits as Indiana Jones,
Ferris Bueller's Day Off, E.T.,
The
Breakfast
Club,
Ghostbusters and Caddyshack
lit up the silver screen. These
movies provided us with some
of our favorite actors and
actresses of the time such as

Molly Ringwald, Harrison Ford
and Alley Sheedy.
We learned some of life's
lessons from ABC's afternoon
television show "After School
Special," while Mr. Rogers and
Sesame Street helped us learn
to spell, count and to be a good
friend.
We all longed to drive cars
like those we watched on the
Dukes of Hazard and Knight
Rider and fantasized about
fighting bad guys like Mr. T did
on the A-Team.
For some reason our parents wouldn't let us watch
Nickelodeon's show titled You
Can't Do That On Television.
This led to many of us missing
out on Alanis Morrisette's start
in show-biz.
Clear Pepsi and New Coke
came and went just as the special candy-bars that did not
melt in extreme heat that were
sent too the troops in Desert
Storm.
Huey Lewis and the News,
Vanilla Ice, Pearl Jam and MC
Hammer were some of our very
first concerts.
The Karate Kid made us all
want to run out and sign up for
karate lessons just so we could
learn that cool crane-kick while
Michael J. · Fo~ made us all
believe in time travel and bug
our parents for a Hover-board
for Christmas.
For breakfast we feasted on
Count Chocula, Rice Krispies
(when Snap, Krackle and Pop
were cool), Captain Crunch and
Lucky Charms.
Garbage Pail Kids cards
were just as popular as baseball
cards and comic books were for
reading, not just collecting.
We didn't even know what
the Internet was and Publix
supermarkets used that gold
colored receipt tape that elementary schools collected to
trade in for
Apple II computers. It was a
time when, unlike today, not
everyone had a computer in
their homes.
My Lit~le Pony and
Strawberry Shortcake were
favorite toys among girls and
Thundercats and Silver Hawks
were popular with boys.
Lego blocks and Lincoln
Logs let us build whatever our
minds could imagine.
Larry Bird was a player of
basketball, not a coach, and the
Braves were constantly made
fun of for being such an awful
baseball team.
While this list just barely
scratches the surface, it contruns some of the most memorable things that I, and many of
you, grew up with. If there is
something you remember from
the 80's and 90's that you were
fond of or stands out in your
mind, email it to me at
adam@ucffuture.com.

-

I

Team Handball .. it's not off the wall! Looking for
men and women interested in playing this fun,
fast-paced .sport... a combination of basketball,
soccer, water polo, and hockey.
The Southeast Team Handball Conference is
looking to add both a men's and women's club
team from UCF.

For more i1fformation,
please contact Lisa Eagen at
-1-888-752-9842 (toll free) or email
lisaeagen@usateamhandball.org

Check out www.usateamhand.ba/lorgfor. more exciting team handball information.
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FSU drum major holds onto father's dying lessons

-·

GERALD ENSLEY
KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPE/.?.S

•

-

More than 80,000 spectators
saw Florida State drum major Jon
Richards strut to midfield last
Saturday night, then quietly kneel
and pray. The significance was
probably lost on most viewers -though not on the man Richards
was honoring.
"I knew my father would still
be watching, Richards said. "I
wanted to let him know I was
thinking about him."
Richards' father, Don, died
two days before the FloridaFlorida State football game after
a 6-year battle with cancer. Don
Richards, only 53, was a
Jacksonville, Fla., native, FSU
graduate and ordained minister.
He and his family moved
back to Tallahassee in 1989, after
he accepted a job as a counselbr
at Turnabout Inc., a youth counseling agency. In 1998, he
became director of youth ministries at Killearn United
Methodist Ch~rch.
His son's gesture at the
Florida-FSU game touched all
who knew Don Richards -- while
emphasizing the qualities _he
impressed on his son.
11

..

..

•

•

Jon Richards is a junior at FSU,
and third-year member of the
Marching Chiefs. 'He is among
the youngest Chiefs ever to win
the role of drum major, having
been elevated to co-drum major
as a sophomore following the
expulsion of the then-drum major
in a hazing scandal last year.
Richards won the position as sole
drum major this year, and will
audition for it again next year.
The drum major of the
Marching Chiefs is the student
leader and on-field conductor of
the 400-member band. A gifted
French horn player and top $tudent who hopes to become a professional musician, Richards has
earned nothing but praise for his
performance in that role.
Jon is that model student
and musician everyone aspires to
be, said Patrick Dunnigan, director of the Marching Chiefs. "He
was a stabilizing factor during a
time that tested our mettle (as a
band). He's dependable and
resilient. He's thoughtful and
reflective. He's just a super talent,
top to bottom.
Dunnigan told Richards to
take off the Florida game, and
Richards missed all but one day's
.practice as his father neared
11

11

11

death. But Saturday morning,
after attending his father's funeral
the day before, Richards showed
up at rehearsal ready to go.
After the tribute to his father,
the 6-foot-3 Richards completed
his normal drum major routine:
He picked up his "mace," stabbed
it into the Seminole logo at midfield, then raced to his podium to
lead the Marching Chiefs in playing the national anthem. He later
conducted the Chiefs' halftime
show.
Throughout his illness "my
father told us we're not going to
stop life. That was his attitude
and it became my attitude,"
Richards said. "If I hadn't gone to
the· game, I would have been letting him down."
· Don Richards was a devoted
husband and father. He and his
wife of 32 years, Nancy, built a
multi-racial family with three
children they adopted as in~ants.
White parents, they adopted
Anne, 25, who is white; Jon, 20,
who is biracial; and David; 18,
who is half-Lebanese.
Jon said his father was heavily involved in his children's
lives. He fostered their religious
faith, attended their games and
performances and encouraged all

three children to reach for the top
in school, athletics and music.
"My father always gave me a
lot of advice. He said life was
competitive and to succeed as an
individual, you have to be com-.
petitive, Jon said. "His biggest
advice was that you really only
compete against yourself. He
taught me to worry about how I
feel, and to be comfortable with
what I chose."
His father's final years were
eventful. Daughter Anne was
married two years ago, now lives
in Alabama and operates a home
marketing business. Son David
was a star running back at North
Florida Christian School and
member of three state championship football teams, who now
attends Tallahassee Community
College.
·
Jon was an all-state musician
at Lincoln High, and is now a top
concert performer as well as the
FSU drum major, "which was
Jon's goal since the fifth grade,"·
said his mother.
"My husband lived life to the
fullest to the end, and it was centered around his kids," said
Nancy Richards, who works for
the
Florida
Chamber
of
Commerce. "He was an incrediII

ble father, and (his last years)
. couldn't have been better."
Still, death was an ordeal.
Jon said the worst moment came
during the Clemson game on
Nov. 4 when his father came to
the Chiefs' morning rehearsal and
pre-game meeting but left before
the game: "He came just to see
·me but was in too much pain to
stay," Jon said. Death was a "freedom for all of us."
"It was peaceful to see him
close his eyes for the last time,"
Jon said. "He was never a burden,
but we didn't have to watch him
in pain anymore."
Jon confessed his father's
death has not really sunk in yet,
and he hopes for time to reflect
_ on it. But he said his father's
emphasis on enjoying life
throughout his 6-year illness will
stick with him.
Doctors would predict "He
had two months to live, then four
months, then it was two years,
then it was six months." Jon said.
"Yet he never stopped living his
life or encow:aging us to live
ours.
"In a lot of situations, the
focus would have been on the
dying not the living. If I had done
that, where would I be now?"
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Feeling Hungry ?... Check Us Out II I ·

AUTHORITY

•

. Happy Hour

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS

•

2·7 Weekdays

•

(w/ Valid Student ID)
•

$2.99
It's game day, and you•ve been waiting all week. Cooler
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what's the best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408
(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no waiting in
line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big
day arrives, make su.re your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS.

11

For more information on £-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.

.

www_.expresswayauthority.com

_Pitchers
of Beer
.After 5:00pm
Saturdays &
Sundays

All Day &Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blvd.• Or~ndo, FL 32817 •407.282.0505
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Politics disgusting
Every time I hear a pundit say your
vote counts I'm disgusted.
Enough already of this election stuff,
I can •t stand it anymore. The eyes of the
world are upon us, and we, the citizens of
Florida, are being roasted like a tourist in
July. It's open season on Fforida-- its institutions. its governmental agencies,, its
leaders, and of course its citizens. Guess
what. we can't ·do anything about it.
The State of Florida fell between the·
aim of the Democratic and the Republican
parties who are locked in a struggle to
control the federal government. None ·of
them seem to care that the people they are
polarizing will have to try to work together, and try to trust one another again after
this is all o~er. It's political nuclear war,
and West Palm Beach was ground zero.
Now the fighting has moved a little closer
to home in Seminole County, and just
when you thought 'it was over ...
Think about it for a moment, this was
the most boring Presidential campaign
since "Superfriends was on TV in the
1
afternoons. Then election day struck and
it all started. Day two .of this boring saga,
we heard these words, "America, the people have spoken."
Bush announced his victory in the.
middle of the recount. Re insisted he won
the election Who knew?
The usually · unsmoothe Vice
President showed his tendency to whine
insisting all he wanted was a fair and
accurate count. Yeah right. He wanted to
concede when CNN got the call wrong the
fourth time. I don't know why, J stopped
listening to CNN for the weather last year.
They .can't even get that right.
We should all recognize that this
fight is about the power of the national
politicaj parties and everyone knows it.

Insipid
Thoughts
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

-----·

To THE EDITOR

The Democrats need Al Gore to fight the capable of voting? Some very stupid peo- either.
We know Gore should have won
reality of Republican ·control over the .ple vote, and some very limited people
national government. The Republicans on vote. Damn right - their votes are as because of those ballots completely
the other hand need Bush to cement their important to this nati.on's heritage and rejected from the overwhehiring Africancontrol over the national government. democratic tradition as 5,000 PhD's. We American precincts. There were tens of
We're ail expendable - and our ballots 'are don't have the tight to say that any one thousands of ballots rejected because peostanding in their way.
man's vote, or any singular gro1.1p's vote is ple did not know how to vote on the ballots placed before them. Many voted for
The Vice President, sounded nerdy more important than anyone else's . .
when h~ boringly said "th.e people's voice
I'm am saddened and disgusted by the first time, and some didn't pay any
has not been heard.",Sorry Sj,.r, game over. . those who laugh:. at our senior citizens, attention to what they were doing. But for
9et it right next time. Make yom,; cam- first time voters and at the physically dis- those that were clear, we know what happaigns work for thepeople's vote byedu- abled~ Jt is almost like we are laughing at penedAl.
In my humble opinion, both national
eating them about the issues, not by scar- our grandparents. How sick is that? Leno,
ing them to the polls.
Letterman, SNL, CNN, MSNBC - all political parties demonstrate their disreAnd what of the people's voice? laughing at :rµembers of our families. Who gard and their contempt for the American
What voice are these guys talking about, was that criticizing Slim Shady;about his people in general and for Floridians
specifically by this attack on our fellow
and who in the hell are these people? This lyrics? Hypocrites.
My ·grandmother lived $rough the citizens. A political war is being fought in
election will be decided by less .,than a
thousand votes because almost 200,000 depression, her husband left home to fight the streets and in the courtrooms across
votes were discarded. It's the law, but in WWII, she raised five children in Jim this state. Everyone from the Montana
sometimes the law sucks.
Crow Florida, and she gave everything she Governor Roscoe Pekoe Train, (who in
And just being honest fof a rrtinute. was to. her church. She was a beautiful the hell is he anyway) to Jesse Jackson
What in the hell do poll workers do at the woman - inside and out If she needs an (rent a riot extraordinaire) crowd an
polls anyway? . We know they don't help hour to vote - she's earned it That is the already congested state. Get out, go home
. people vote? There were at least a million least we can do for those who defyated and take the media with_ you. We have the
at the precinct where l voted. Guys, could , Fascism, Communism and waged an epic ability to handle this situation on our own.
any of them help the uninformed voters of battle against Racism. ·If you think I'll Is anyone else tired of people who don't
Florida? They are being paid, right?
whip your butt for talking about my live in Florida telling Floridians what to
I got the answer, get off your butts momma - talk about my grandma and see do? I am, and Hillary Clinton would not
be elected here.
and help the people of this state vote so .what happens.
,.
It's all good, we'll get it right the next
that it counts. A lot of people don't know
Anyway~ I just wanted to say "One
bow to vote. That's not bad, that's good. man, One vote, Yeah right." Not this time. time. Like Smokey said, "when you say
Florida's citizens are not blessed with our And definitely not in Florida. Be mindful be quiet, I'll pe quite. But when you leave,
paradiSe because of our IQ's.
of your discarded electoral rights my fel- I'll talk again." We w.ill nev~r forget what.
l know that in New York and Los low citizens. Rights discarded by rules has happened this ·year, in this state, and to
Angeles everyone is smart, right? Hell enacted by both parties. These rules our fellow citizens. Thanks De!llocrats.._
no, not even on· their best day! The num- caused this elect~on to be a disaster for We appreciate it Republicans. Keep up
ber of·turnip trucks needed to hold the race telations and the overall image of our the good ·work. Maybe you can bring the
bushels of tumipheads from NYC or LA state. Remember the carjackings and the · nation to the edge of a civil war again.
would burn another hole in the ozone killing of the foreign _tourists. It's "OJ Not None of you would be truly happy until
layer.
Guilty" all over again. And for what, we are living in the 60's again - the
No matter how dumb you are, have everybody knows more people in the state 1860's.
Americans not deemed unconstitutional of Florida voted for Gore than for Bush.
\'
"any" test as to whether or not you are And not because of a manual recount
~Marcus Gould

Can cheesecake get you out of a ticket?
Why is it that when selling textbooks
back, I get only a $1.50 for a book that
originally cost me $80? What is the point
of .us even selling our books back? The
money we get for these, pardon the pun,
paper weights is ridiculous. You can't even
get lunch for that $1.50. Unless you live
off the Wendy's $0.99 value menu.

What is the point of a bookstore that
allows you to lounge arou.nd and read their
material without .buying an thing? Last
time I checked those were cailed libraries,
not bookstores. I have no problem with
this seeing as how I am a very broke college student. n just simply doesn't make
any sense.
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Who started the Punch-Buggy game?
I'd like to meet him and show him what I
think about his little game. I always get
wailed on when I play and end up with a
sore arm for weeks. (slap) Punch Buggy
white!
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'Twas the night be/ore Finals
"(was the night before finals, when all through the university,
The students were cramming, one of them being me.
My roommate was nestled all snug in her chair,
While visions of A's hung in the air.

•
And she in her do-rag, and I in my cap,
Had just studied so much we thought our brains would snap.
When out in the lot, there arose such a clatter,
I sprang from the futon to see what was the matter.
On the way to the window, I tripped on a rind,
I got up quickly and opened the blind.
The moon on my car reflected in the new rain,
It gave luster to my crappy car which made me insane.

. J

When what to my wandering eyes should appear,
But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer.
From far away I saw ·a driver so quick,
I thought in a moment it must be St. Nick. \..-

•

Dine-in I Carrvout

Deliuerv north of campus

101112 UniVersitv Street 3900 Alatava Trail 112 w. Mitchell Hammock Rd.

(401) 619-1515

The Pizza Hut logo is a tr~demark of Pizza Hut, Inc. ® and

•

(40D 211-2433

TM

. .(401) 365-5400

designate registered trademark of Pizza Hut, Inc. @2000 Pizza Hut, Inc.

Knig·h ts .fans... ·
·

More rapid than eagles his. coursers they came,
And he whistled and shouted and called them by name .
''Now Scantron; now Pencil, now Essay, and Paper!
On Sharpener, on Pen, on Ruler, and Eraser!"

Get C/Oser To The Action!

"To the top of the complex, to the top of the wall!
- Now dash away, dash away, dash away all!"
So up to the top of ·the apartment they flew,
And back down they came when they learned what I already
knew.
And then in a twinkling I heard a sound,
This alleged Santa came in the door .with a bound. ·
"We don't have a chimney?" I jokingly asked.
"I guess not, chimneys are a thing of the past."
He was dressed in all silver,
From his head to his toe.
And from my first glance,
I began to know.

•

It wasn't St. Nick as I first thought so.
It was none other than our dear Knightro.
His eyes how they twinkled.
His smile so merry.

,,

To poor Alabama,
He had been so scary.
A bundle of study aides he flung on his back.
And he looked like a knight just opening his pack.
. He spoke no more words,
And went straight to his work.
He passed out coffee and Cliffs Notes,
. And turned with ·a jerk.
And laying his hand on his jousting stick,
He flew out the door so very quick.
He hopped in his sleigh,
And his system it roared.
He played some Method Man,
And my heart soared.

'-

Over the beats I heard him exclaim
As he drove out of sight,
"Good luck to all, and to all a good Knight."

- ,
The Official Auction of the UCF Golden Knights.

www.iBidUSA.com
FL Auction Lic.#AB-1906 •Keith Hoopingarner, Lie. Auctioneer #AU445

Happy Holidays·
.,... .-..
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Picking the perfect present
JOSHUA MURDOCK
STAFF WRITER

Picking the perfect present is a
pain in the derriere. Especially when
holiday time comes around and present shopping is on everyone's mind.
Finding that perfect gift may not be as
-hard as most think. ·
Yes, we all hate the person that
says get me whatever, it's the thought
that counts. Not true, the person is
really· thinking, what in H-E-double
hockey sticks do I really want. Yes,
remember when your parents asked
you for a Christmas list, which mine
still do. That's because they have no
idea what you really want. Most people really.have no idea what you want
for any kind of present. That's because
what you really want also remains in
the back of your mind; until after
Christmas.
While the thought of finding that
perfect prese_n t still remains overwhelming for most, I think I have
found out the secret. No, it's not in a
little pill and you don't have to pay
$5.95 for it. Wait, maybe I should sell
it.
Presents are meant to mean
something. · Yes, sometimes that
underwear you get is for a reason.
Don't ask me what that could be. It
can take a great amount of time and
study to find that prefect gift, but I

•

Movie previews, cheesecake
aphrodisiacs, and more

"Clerks" and "Chasing Amy." What
have made it much simpler.
Presents represent the person you made this gift so special is that the
are buying them for mind, body and author Kevin Smith signed the
soul. Just think of the person you are screenplay. Even my buddy's friends
buying for. What are their likes, dis- were amazed at the fact that I got the
likes, favorites and special some- book signed. Even though the book
was not that expensive, the extra
thing's.
.
After making this list in your thought of getting it signed was the
mind, remember what your price kicker. Little ihings that not just anyrange is. Porsches, BMWs and ponies one can get makes a gift much more
are typically not in the average college special.
student's price range but I would be
Next is the fact that the search
glad to take anything other than the ~eeds to begin earlier th~n Dec. 23 at
pony off your hands if you have the 2 p.m. Look early on or keep an eye
money. Money is not an important out during the year for that special
factoring in buying a gift. Some of the something. Sometimes to get that
best gifts come from some weird, off extra rare or special gift it might take
the wall place, but only cost half of longer then just a trip to the mall. You
what you would pay for them at the don't have to buy the gift right then
mall.
and there, but keep a note of it. Gifts
One of the most important senses that make others go, "Wow, where did
in buying the perfect gift is listening. you find that," are the best gifts of all.
Listen to what the recipient has to say As long as it is not a bag of twothroughout the year. Remember to week-old Taco Bell that was sitting
write down those items that they real- under your front seat.
ly want and will forget about by
Remember that it is the thought
Christmas. The best gift of -all is the
one that they never expect you to that counts when you get someone a
remember, especially when they don't present, but also remember to put
remember themselves. Listen to what some thought into it. Presents are in
they have to say about their favorite · no way the most important thing durtelevision show or the cartoon charac- ing the holiday, but putting your heart
ter that they love to death. These items and soul into making someone smile
can make finding a great gift easier.
might _be.
And please, no more fruitcake,
One ·of the best gifts that I still
·
hear about today was a screenplay of unless you want it back next year.
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FROM PAGE A-8

Why is it that girls always seem to get out of
speeding ticketS' by using the teary-eyed 'I'm about to
cry' face, while guys almost always get stuck with
the ticket? I think I am goU:.g to learn to cry on
demand.
·Infomercials are taking over our' airwaves! It
seems like no matter what ti.me of day you tum on
the TV you can find at least one on somewhere.
Everything from carpet cleaners to golf clubs and car

wax are advertised.
The ones,.Jbat for some reason puts me in a hypnotic trance though are the Family Auto Mart comt!tercials. They are the very worst, yet they draw you
in and make you watch them. I think I will scream if
lbave to hear that little Asian girl say one rriore time;·
''You paid too inuch!"

w

Why is there braille on the drive-thru ATM
l mean ~ome on now. when .was the last
· time yoii saw, or w"anted,. a ·blirid man driving down
·'· '; theroad?
·
mac~e?

i;

e.~t

IS it just me, or cheesecake is one of the greataehrodisiacs ar~mnd? Better than oysters, that is

for sure.

··
~--·
,:.-

Why is it that movie previews have evolved so
much -lately as to give away what the movie is all
about? I tboughtit:Wa$ supposed to just be a teaser.
Why should ,the ending and ,content of a movie be
given away and ruined ifl am going to be forking out
$7.50 for a visit to the theatef?
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Semester Leases Available
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BEELINE EXPRESSWAY

wo 1les South of UCF
convenient to LYNX/Shopping
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KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

Intro Class and Practice Exam

•

Saturday, January 6th

10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
UCF Student Union Building

.

We unconditionally guarantee tha_t if you do not
achieve your desired score on your first try
we will work with. you until you do!

.

I ·800-881 ·LSAT
Complete One-Time Fee is $675
INCLUDING MATERIALS
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Failure to teach tolerance
can have tragic consequenCes

Ristorante Italiano

1lrad~ation

SPECIAL!
December 15th & 16th

1 FREE Bottle of Champagne
(group of 6 or more)
Please call for reservations for parties of 6 or more

Open for Lunch & Dinner
11 am to 10:30pm

Haverford, Pa.
Spencer County, Ky.
Minersville, Pa.
What links these seemingly disparate communities is news involving young people, some
good, too much of it tragic.
Take Haverford, for instance. Haverford
High's Gay Straight Alliance has some 40 members and has helped create a space of tolerance
and acceptance amid a sea of hate, at worst, or a
sea of indifference, at best. That haven was
threatened after a student put up a handmade sign
on National Coming Out Day that said it was a
day to beat up gays. The ensuing uproar included
a meeting attended by mo.re than 100 people,
with most speakers backing the student group.
The student who hung the flier was charged
with disorderly cohduct, harassment ·and making
terroristic threats.
It's extremely dismaying that Superintendent
Leonard Vender said that including National
Coming Out Day on the morning announcements ·
"probably ·was not an appropriate announcement" and that it "slipped through." But it's satisfying to see such support for the Haverford community.
Alma McGowen would have appreciated the
level of acceptance exhibited in Haverford. From
sixth grade into high school in Spencer County,
McGowen endured repeated sexual harassment
and sexual assault from clt\ssmates because sqe
was perceived to be a lesbian ..
Students did everything from call her names
to hit her to ask for sex on a regular basis. She
was stabbed with a pencil and, as a seventh-grader, threatened with rape. School officials did
nothi~g to stop the harassment yet said they
acted "appropriately."
For its wholly inappropriate response to this
sickening behavior, the Spencer County School

District was ordered to pay McGowen $220,000.
A federal appeals court upheld the ruling earlier
this month.
McGowen, who left high school at age 15 to
be home-schooled and now attends college in
Washington state, praised the decision but said
she knows young people still face problems.
"What bothers me is that I know there are kids
dealing with the same thing. I would like to reach
out to them and let theµi know they are not
alone," she told the Louisville Courier-Journal,
which, interestingly, downplayed the gay angle
in its latest report, when that clearly was a significant factor when the suit was filed in 1996.
Unfortunately, $220,000 won't buy back the
life of Marcus Wayman, a Minersville teen who
took his life in April 1997 after a police officer
- allegedly ordered him to tell his family he was
gay. According to court papers, Officer F. Scott
Wilinsky found Wayman and a friend in a car
outside a beer distributor that recently was
robbed. Wilinsky allegedly lectured them about
biblical warnings against homosexuality and
demanded Wayman tell his grandfather he was
. gay. If he didn't, Wilinsky threatened to "do it for
him," according to court papers. Wayman was
arrested, released, went home and shot himself.
Wilinsky has testified that as a small-town
poliCe officer, his role "has parental overtones,
thus reducing the citizen'~ expectation of privacy," according to court documents. An appeals
. court here in Philadelphia ruled last week that
Wayman's mother, Madonna Sterling, may bring
her wrongful-death suit against the Schuylkill
County borough, the police department and officers Wilinsky and Thomas Hoban.
What else is coinmon about these ~jtuations
in Haverford, Spencer County and Minersville?
All of them are moving through the courts. That's·
another tragedy.
These lessons belong in the school, where it
is time to teach acceptance. And even beyond
that, the lessons should be taught at home.

100 Carrigan Avenue• Oviedo, Fl

Corner of Alafaya .Trail
~

365-4774

On first

anniversary of Seattle,

student.movement is alive
l

MEET us
ON THE
STARTING
LINE;
If you' re all revved up and ready to go, get a jump-start on y~ur career
at Highlands Regional Medical Center!

Opportunities For New Grads
Sebring, Rorida

+RADIOWGY TECHNOLOGISTS

NIGHTS, 11p-7a
DAYS~ 9:30a-6:30p
.
SPEOALTY WEEKENDS, 16 hours Saturdays and Sundays, 7a-11p

• GN & GPN PosmoNS AVAILABLE!
TAILORED 1'RAINING PROGRAM TO MEET YOUR SPEQFIC NEEDS!

Home to "The 12 Hours of Sebring'' race event and other fun activities,
our location offers an affordable sun-drenched lifestyle (with no state
income tax) and the benefits of seasonal peak and non-peak scheduling.
You'll also enjoy learning from supportive, friendly coworkers within a
safe, wl;lolesome community where you can get started on a great life
ahead!
For more information, please contact Highlands Regional Medical
Center, Human Resources, 3600 S. Highlands Avenue, P.O. Drawer

2066, Sebring, FL 33870, Tel: (866) HMA-JOBS, Fax: (863) 385-0498,

or email to bcarroll@strato.net. Web: www. hma-corp.c:om and
www.sebring.com
EOE. Drug-free workplace.

BHUMIKA MUCHHALA
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE

Nov. 30 is the first anniversary of the "Battle of Seattle."
As thousands of students joined
with trade unionists, environmentalists and others to demonstrate against the World Trade
Organization, a new era of
protest was dawning.
Many in the media have
tended to portray the student
· protesters as thrill-seekers with
little understanding of the issues
and a questionable level of longterm commitment. Interviews
I've conducted with nearly 50
student activists from national
and campus organizations suggest a different picture.
Over the past year, these
new young leaders have
remained committed to their
causes and have begun a process
of addressing some difficult
challenges, such as the lack of
racial inclusion in the protests
and the absence of a unifying
vision.
"What we've got going
thrives on a diversity of visions,"
says Dale Weaver, a graduate
student organizer with United

Students Against Sweatshops at they graduate? Cy~ics expect
San Jose State University. that their activist itleals will slip
"Having one vjsion could away as they grab the first job
that offers stock options. By
exclude p"otential allies."
Student groups that orga- contrast, 36 out of 40 students I
nize around sweatshops, the interviewed said they plan to
environment and corporate join social justice, labor or enviaccountability are often stereo- ronmental-rights organizations
typed as "privileged white kids." in the United States and abroad.
Many students are acutely aware William Winters, a member of
of this criticism and are making · the Student Environmental
c·onstructive efforts to be more Action Coalition at Louisiana
inclusive, such as approaching State University, savs, "Through
national
African-American organizing in minority commuorganizations and giving infor- nities my contribution· will be
mational talks at meetings of getting people (rom different
ethnic organizations on-campus. cultural, racial, and economic
· "At the protest against the World backgrounds involved in the
Bank and IMF, I was talking to movement."
Rachel Grad, a writer for .
two black deputy officers who
said that if we were marching in Ruckus, a social-justice magathe . streets for urban poverty, zine at the University of
they would be happy to march Washington, says, "Through
with us," says Jesse Dickerman, progressive journalism, I want to
co-founder of"Rice Students for enable everyl?ody to have an
Global
Justice
at
Rice audible voice."
University. "For the movement
During the past year, these
to be inclusive, organizing on young veterans of the "Battle of
the community level needs to be Seattle" have demonstrated staydone by the same people who ing power and sophistication.
They -- and the movement
show up at the protests."
What will the students who against corporate globalization - ·
. were protesting the World Trade - are not going away anytime
Organization in Seattle do once soon.
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HELP WANTED

Caregiver needed to care for 1 toddler and
newborn 2 to 3 mornings per week. $7/hr.
Experiences and references a must. Call Helen
at 407-359-4174.

VALET ATTENDANTS NEEDED
$-7-10/ hr, AM/PM Shifts
Flexible Schedules Available
Call Dave Mon-Fri 10 am-3 pm
@ (407) 648-0770.
OFFICE WORK - Part-time will train.
Mature person wanted. Preferred Orlando
Resident/UCF sophmore. Good phone voice &
personality a must. Sales and computer skills a
plus. Evening and weekend hours. Call
Christime@ 407-273-7111.
8 Fun Retail positions at Altamonte Mall.
Must have outgoing personality. Average
$7-$22.00/hr. Ff/PT 407-671 -8537.
Part-time Accounting for small business in
Oviedo. 5 hrs. per week at $7 .00 per hour.
Will fit your schedule.and will train. Call after
4 p.m. 407-365-3648.
EXTRA INCOME!
No Mentionable
Effort
FREE SIGN UP
http://MrDepot.coinlincome
John at (210) 667-9528
or
Sales@MrDepot.com
(*internet connection required)

Help spread the word!
exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/ hour plus commission
Flexible schedules for students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

Play or work? Why not both? Specialty toy
store in Wtnter Park hiring sales associates
and entry level managers for both day and
evening shifts. Must be energetic and dependable. Previous child related experience preferred. Call 407-622-TOYS (8697)
or fax resume to 407-622-1590.
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.

Mystery Shoppers needed for Orlando area
businesses. Get paid to shop! Plus, get free
meals, merchandise and more! To receive free
details, send# 10 SASE to: S&J Marketing
Shoppers Division, 10151 University Blvd.,
Orlando, FL 32817

Customer Service Rep - Sears Logistics
Services Inc. is looking for inbound delivery
consultants. No selling. Positions start at
$7 .25/hr. Part-time. Flexible Schedule SunSat. Tuition Reimbursement. Apply Tues-Fri 9
arn-4 pm at 3825 Forsyth Rd., Winter Park, FLor call 407-677-2018. Dept. SLS Inc., HR
Office# 117. EOEJAA

COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-387

FOR SALE
_MARY KAY

Computer Programmer
Seeking individual with experience with
Microsoft NT networks, Access programming
& other database software. Negoitable hourly
fee . Please fax resume to 407-540-3749 or
email to leanne@cnshealtbcare.com
Energetic person for Leasing/Marketing Associate at Alafaya Trail Apts. PT, Flex hrs,
must work weekends. Will train, sales a+.
Non-smoking. 407-275-8950 DFWP
Childcare Wanted - Oviedo area every other
Tuesday 10 am-12 pm Salary negoitable. Call
Nancy at 407-359-5377 . •
Earn Up to $500-$7500 PT/Ff
No Telemarketing, No Door to Door Sales
Full Business Training, Start Immediately '
Paid Vacations Call 1-888-655-8694

Need outgoing girls for Flower Sales at some
of the hottest clubs in Orlando. make.full-time
money, work part-time hours. If interested
please call and set-up an appointment.
407-345-1608

Experience the difference- what the # 1 selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.

DO YOU KNOW THE VALUE OF FUN?
Looking for energetic and motivated candidates for campus sales or promotions. Earn
internship credits, gain valuable experience
and GET PAID for meeting people and having
a good time! Fax your resume 954-577-8748
(attn: John), email to jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FUNU:

1988 Nissan 300zx ..auto .. all
power..leather.. a/c under warr:inty.. Iifetime
warranty on engine..alarm .. V-6 .. bra included.
$5,500.00
(407) 273-7380

Valet Parking - Excellent pay for outgoing,
friendly person .. Must be clean cut and have a
valid Florida drivers license with minimal
points. Midnight positions available with
downtime to do homework. Also,
FT/PT/AM/PM available in the downtown
area. Call Mike at 407-841-7275.
SPORTS/HEALTH AND FITNESS
WRITERS WANTED! Cutting edge, our
readers include youth and also active, physically challenged. Internet based publication.
Digital photos preferred. $15.00 per 200-300 .
words. Reference wrtst on all submissions to:
filticles@islandoaks.com

Cashiers needed 6.50/hr starting. Flexible
schedule. Rosen Centre Hotel Valet. Apply in
person 407-351-Q054.

Mazda Pick-up Truck, 1992. good condition,
80,000 miles approx, new brakes and clutch,
bed liner, ext. cab, 5 speed, $3,950
407-482-3610.
1993 Mitsubishi Eclipse 90k miles NC, stereo
and manual. New clutch and transmission.
Still under warranty. Looks good and runs
weU. $3,000 obo. Call Ilk at 407-332-7759 or
email her at ilkuyar@yahoo.com
93 Mercury Capri XR2 convertible, NC,
power windows, cruise, 66k, one owner,
$3300 OBO 407-207-1963

FoRRENT

Apartment for sublease in Spring @ Knights
Court (Phase lI) Own bedroom and bath
$490/month (Utilities Included) Available
December 15. For more information call
(407) 926-4640.
Apartment for sublease at Knights Krossing
(III), $465 monthly (utilities included), own
bedroom, private bath, available Dec. or Jan.
For more info, call 407-247-9682.
Roommate Needed. Looking for a N/S kindhearted female to share 2/2 with same.
Beginning in January. Close to Valencia and
UCF. $350.00 Please call (407) 843-5719.
Best Housing Deal off Campus!
2 bedroom/ 2 1/2 bath Townhouse with garage
- $630.00 Mendel Vtlla Apartments - Available
now. Located within walking distance to.UCF
. Call Pat at 407-324-7773.
2/2 Condomininium for Lease/Rent.
·Conveniently located near UCF. Ttle floor/fulJ
capacity wash/dryer. $710 + first/last &
deposit. Pool/jacuzzi 407-256-8452
Subleasor needed for Spring semester Knight's Crossing (Phase III) - Own Bedroom
& Private Bath -- $465/mo. including utilities.
ONE MONTH FREE RENT. Available
December 15. For more information call 1-407-362-4697 or 1-800-859-9063.
Room for Rent - River Park
Female roommate needed for master bedroom
in a 3 bedroom apt. located off Dean Road.
Spacious room with private bath. Available
ASAP $370.00/month. For more information
please call 407-448-9818
Apartment for Sublease in Spring@ Knights ·
Court (Phase II). Own bedroom and bath
$490/month (Utilities included). Available
December 10. (Decembers Rent paid) For
more information call (407) 926-4640.
Roommate wanted; female roommate wanted
to share 4 bedroom aprt with three other
females. Private bedroom and bath. $440.00
Roommates wanted 3 bedroom home in
Alafaya Woods. 10 minutes from UCF. Rent
includes all utilities & cable. $300.00 monthly.
Call Sandra 407-977-105 l.

Sublease - Female student needed to share 2/2,
second floor apartment.
Water/cable/washer/dryer includeu. River Park
apartments. Dec/Jan.- Aug. $435/mo. Call
Med for more info. 407-275-8607 or
904-806-4914.
For Rent - Condo - Large 2/2 unit located 1/2
mile from UCF in Oviedo, 1,000 sq feet, all
appliances, W/D, pool and fitness center. $750
month, available immediately on October lst.
Call 407-823-2262 for further details.
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SERVICES
DJ Connoiseur' • International Mobile

DJ of the Month by DJ Tunes Magazine.

•

Formals, Parties, Weddings. Visit
DJCARL.com to hear MP3 mixes and see
videos. Call 407-306-8010 today!

•

PERMANENT EYELINER SPECIAL
No runs, smears or smudges - $200.00 until
12-30-00. Permanent Cosmetic Solutions
407-414-9208 or 407-260-1602

CLUBS
UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual. Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

..

Campus Crusade for Christ presents Bi.g
House every Thursday night at 7:30 pm in
Pegasus Ballroom (Student Union).

••

Dec. 8, Catholic Campus Ministry Mass,
(Immaculate Conception) noon, in the Student
Union Ballroom, 3 I 6AB. Call
(407) 657-6114 x 226

SPRING BREAK
SPRING BREAK
Panama City, Daytona,
South Beach, FL. Best ·Parties, Hotels and
.Condos. Lowest prices guaranteed!
www.myspringbreak.net (800) 575-2026

•

PER MONTH. TAKE OVER MY LEASE
AND SAVE $100.00 PER MONTH.
321-452-4956.

Great 2.bedroom/ 1 bath apt, pooi, tennis, _Pets
OK, 2 miles to campus, Semester Leases
available. $575/month 407-275-8950.

•
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Monday, December 4th
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Fall sports have bright future in store
Haynes, Atari Bigby, Tavaris Capers,
Luther Huggins and Derek Ponder for the
quarterback after Vic Penn suffered a sep- 2001 season. Next year's team might be
arated shoulder, and performed beyond the most talented group of players to ever.
any expectations that the coaching staff don the Black and Gold. Who wouldn't
had for him. Senior wide receiver Tyson be encouraged?
The women's soccer and volleyball
Hinshaw turned out to be the best poundfor-pound football player in America, teams were both picked in the preseason
wowing us all with his uncanny ability to to win their respective TAAC
get open and make tough catches even Championships this -season, but both fell
though he didn't possess great speed or short. The volleyball team went all the
physical prowess. Sophomore defensive · way to the finals of the TAAC
end Elton Patterson's 10 sacks and 19 Tournament, while the women's soccer
tackles for lost yardage made for one of team bowed out in the semi-finals. Still,
the best individual defensive seasons in there are plenty of things to be encourUCF history. Linebacker Tito Rodriguez aged about. The volleyball team benefitand safety Damian Demps became great ed from the unbelievable play of freshleaders of a defense that played a lot bet- men Leyre Santaella Sante, Lindsey
ter than some people thought they could. Whalen and Jenny Frank, and they are
And though the Golden Knights lose only going to get better. Add to that Allplayers like Hinshaw, Demps, Kenny TAAC performers Piper Morgan and
Clark and Eddie Mack to graduation, they Becca Saldana and another great recruitgain players like Terrance Williams, Alex ing class and you get a team that once
FROM PAGE A-20

again will contend for a conference title. the field with so many young players that
The women's soccer team loses only four it almost could have been a high school
seniors to graduation, and has a stable of team, and with all of the playing time
talented players just waiting to get their those young players got this season, they
chance. Walk-on freshman goalie Carol will be seasoned veterans next year.
Lewis was the biggest surprise on the Among those who especially impressed
team, going from making the final spot were freshman midfielders Risto
on the roster to starting goalie in the sec- Koskiniemi
and
Chris
Beaulac.
ond half of the season. It is likely that the Koskiniemi earned All-TAAC freshman
Golden Knights will once again be team honors, while Beaulac was one of
picke<;l to win the conference at the begin- UCF's top scorers.
ning of next season.
All of UCF's fall sports are looking
In Cross Country, junior Sonja up. The talent level is getting higher and
Shedden won the TAAC Runner-of-the- higher as the school establishes more of a
Year award and became the first Golden reputation, which means that the level of
Knight ever to qualify for the NCAA play can only improve. Once again, there
Championships, and will be back next will be high expectations when August
year to headline good squads on both the 2001 rolls around. UCF fans can only be
men and women's sides.
· encouraged about the future, and are
One can even be encouraged about already asking themselves 'What will
the men's soccer team, even ·though they happen next year?'
It's too bad we have to wait so long
suffered through the worst season in
school history. The Golden Knights took to find out.

{ I

(.

BCS football rankings an unfair system
FROM PAGEA-16

opponent's record and one-third
is based on the opponents' opponents record. The fourth component is based on the team's
won/loss record. Teams receive
one point for each loss. All the

points are added together and the
team with the lowest point total at
the end wins.
In this case it's Oklahoma
and Florida State in the Orange
Bowl, playing for the National
Championship. Miami still does
have a chance at sharing the, title,

We are committed

however. If Florida State beats
Oklahoma and -Miami beats
Florida in the Sugar Bowl, Miami
will
share
the
National
Championship with Florida State.
If that were to happen it should
make for an interesting FSUMiami game next year.

As for the BCS ranking system, it's far too complex, and
obviously has its flaws. The only
fair way to determine a National
Champion is through some kind
of playoff series, but for now college football fans are stuck with
the BS system, err, the BCS sys-

tern. Eventually the football gods
will come to their senses and
come up wi~ a more appropriate
and fair way to determine who
reigns supreme in coll~ge football, but until then, it looks like
FSU will get the benefit of the
doubt.

c
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to brinqing you·the

.best, most effedive, innovative health and
beauty products and services .

.
This advanced laser technology uses
gentle light energy and Dynamic
Cooling for permanent hair redudion
while proteding your skin. Completed

UCF STU DENTS!
Receive $30 off of treatment~ up fo $1:25

-within approximately three sessions, your

or

hair is removed within minutes.

_Receive $50 off of treatmenls up fo $500
Why spend approximately

$60 an hour

with Valid Student 1.0.

for many painful appointments
(eledrolysis) over the next year when you

'f.

can achieve smooth, soft skin that .requires

Call us at 407-678-3116

little of no hair maintenance at a fradion

with any questions and fo set .your appointments

of the cost?
Jeffrey M. Hartog, M.D.
4355 Bear Gull4 Rd.
Winfer Park, fl 32792
www.lookandfeelbetter.co~

Treatments done by Ellen Jewel, R.N.
11

A quick and easy way fo Femove unwanted
hair> on both men and women.

11
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK
UCF gets verbal
commitment from Top RB
The St. Petersburg Times reported
last ~eek that Keith Williams, one of
the most prolific running backs in
Hillsborough High history, gave UCF a
verbal commitment to play football for
the Golden Knights.
Williams rushed for 1, 135 yards
as a junior and has 813 so far this season, scoring 14 touchdowns as a senior.
In 1999, he led Hillsborough County
with 21 touchdowns and 126 points. In
Hillsborough's 45-27 victory over
Charlotte High in the first round of the
state playoffs this year,· Williams
rushed for 127 yards on just nine carries.
"In a two-year span, he is the most
at
productive back. I've had
Hillsborough," Terrier coach Earl
Garcia told the St. Petersburg Times.
Williams will join Hillsborough
alumnus and UCF fullback Sean
Gaudion in the Golden Knight backfield, but is not likely to see much
playing time next year. The running
back position will be quite crowded
next season, with Corey Baker,
Terrance Williams, Alex Haynes and
Omari Howard trying to win the start-.
ing job.

Seven Golden Knights
named to All-Independent
Team
Seven

UCF

football

including record-setting receiver Tyson
Hinshaw, have been named to the 2000
Football News All-Independent Team,
which will be printed in that publication's Dec. 9 issue. UCF, which finished with a 7-4 record, has more representatives on the team than any other
school, including Notre Dame (6),
Middle Tennessee (3), Connecticut (3),
Louisiana Tech (2), Navy (1),
Louisiana-Lafayette
(1),
and
Louisiana-Monroe (1).
Joining Hinshaw on the team are
center Chris Lorenti, kicker Javier
Beorlegui, defensive tackle Josh
McKibben, defensive end Elton
Patterson; linebacker Tito Rodriguez
and safety Damian Demps.
Hinshaw set a school record and
finished second in the nation with 89
receptions, despite being slowed by a
separated ·shoulder the final three
weeks of the year. :ije had 1,089 receiving yards and tied for third in the
nation with 13 touchdown receptions.
He caught eight pass.es for 102 yards
and two touchdowns in UCF's 40-38
win at Alabama despite suffering a separated shoulder in practice the Tuesday
prior to the game.
Lorenti also made the squad last
season.
Hinshaw,
Beorlegui,
McdKibben, Patterson, Rodriguez and
Demps are all first time honorees.

UCF men's basketball
drops TAAC opener

players,

running jump shot with less than a second remaining to give Mercer (2-2, 10) a 69-68 victory against UCF ( 1-3, 01) last Saturday. After McCray hit the
shot with sixth-tenths of a second
remaining to put the Bears up 69-67,
fans from the stands rushed the court,
resulting in a technical foul call. UCF
junior guard Jason Thornton made the
free throw, but the Golden Knights
were unable to connect on a desperation full-court shot. After trailing by
four at the half, Mercer shot 68.2 percent in the second half to earn the victory.
In the final minute of the game, a
three-pointer by Thornton cut Mercer's
lead to one point, but Rodney Kirtz hit
a jumper to put Mercer ahead by three
with 31 seconds remaining. After a
foul shot by the Bear's Bobby Hansen;
UCF sophomore point guard Al Miller
scored and made a free throw with 11
seconds left to cut the lead to 67-65.
UCF forced a turnover on an
inbounds play and Thornton hit a short
bank shot to tie the game at 67 with 5.7
seconds remaining, setting up the play
by McCray, who took the ball the
length of the court to beat the buzzer. It
was his only basket of the game.
Senior forward Mario Lovett led
the Golden Knights with 18 points,
while junior forward Paul Reed added
14 points and six rebounds. Thornton
had 15 points, while Miller had seven
points and two assists.

Colado excited
about next season
FROM PAGE A~16

are

Q: Wh.:.t
you expecting from the
three new freshmen {Tanya Jarvis, Sara
. Judy, apd Amanda Stoutjesdyk] next

" y~~? ,,, . '

.

.~

A: I'm ex~ting them to challenge
right away for starting positionst like I
,· expect form all my freshmen every year.
'Each one ofthem brings something different then'what we ct.u.Tently have.
look- '
irig'fotwardtO them meshing with the cur. rent players, challenging the current players, and giv,~g a little more depth.

rm

us

··~

Q: With three freshmen

~oming

likely to play considerably less?

A-: I don'tknow right now. I leavethat
up to the gym, 'Oii paper you can say that
,;this ' person's bitting this" and "this person's better," but trfil.ning camp really distinguishes people apart from one another.
It's six hours a day plus conditioning in the
gym, and people separate themselves in
training camp. I determine who's going to
play based on that.
·

Mercer senior Korey McCray hit a

•

•

With Road Runner's
super-fast
cable connection
to the Internet,
everything happens
instantly!
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in. No busy signals. And you won't
get cut off line. What's more, you can
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same time. Plus Road Runner is easy
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be online and
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instant online expert!
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1·877•TWC·FAST
www.twcentralflorida.com
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No contracts and a 30-day money-bock guarantee"

Time Warner cable customers save 20% per mo:
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and nobody graduating, who is most
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BCS has one too many letters in its title
COMMENTARY BY

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

It looks like Miami is going
to be left out of this year's
National Championship game
following Oklahoma's 27-24
win over Kansas State in the Big
XII Championship game.
This is all thanks to the
Bowl Championship Series Poll
or. more appropriately, the BS
polL which uses some cryptic
computer formula to determine
which two teams play for the
national title. This year, the
B(C)S
poll
matches
up
Oklahoma, a worthy p_ick considering the fact that they went
undefeated and won the Big XII
Championship, against Florida
State, anot so worthy pick.
FSU,
Miami
and
Washington each have one loss
this season. Washington beat
Miami in their regular season
meeting, and Miami beat Florida
State. But the BCS doesn't take
into account head-to-head
games. and ranks FSU second,
Miami third and Washington
fourth.
Miami played three teams
that .finished in the top 10 in the
BCS poll and went 2-1, beating
FSU when the Seminoles were

ranked number one and beating
Virginia Tech when the Hokies
were ranked number two. FSU
played one team that finished in
the top 10 in the BCS poll and
went 0-1, losing to Miami.
There is no debating
whether or not Oklahoma
deserves a spot in the Orange
Bowl, the sight of this year's
National Championship game.
The Sooners went undefeated
and beat Nebraska when they
were number one and beat
Kansas State twice. Had they
lost Saturday in the Big XII
championship game, FSU and
Miami would have likely ended
up playing a rematch for the
national title. But that didn't
happen, so Oklahoma will play
FSU in the Orange Bowl while
Miami has to settle for playing
Florid.a in the Sugar Bowl.
The BCS rankings worked
fine during their first two years
of existence. benefiting from the
fact that in each of the past two
years, exactly two teams have
finished undefeated, making
them the obvious choices for
playing in the national title
game. The 1999 National
Championship
game
saw
Tennessee beat FSU, and in
2000 FSU got their revenge
when they beat Virginia Tech.

But this year it's hard to make a
solid case for who should really be
number two. There are five teams
in the top 10 with only one loss,
and each team can make their own
case as to why they should be
Oklahoma in
the
playing
Championship game. But the BCS
has spoken and somehow it's chosen Florida State.
For those of you who have no
idea what goes into the BCS rankings, here's the breakdown. There

are four major components to the
rakings. The first is the average
ranking of each team in the USA
Today/ESPN coaches poll and the
Associated Press poll. The second
component is comprised of the
following eight computer rankings: ·New York Times, Jeff
Sagarin's USA TODAY, The
Anderson-Hester/Seattle Times,
Richard Billingsley, Dunkel Index,
Kenneth Massey, David Rothman,
and
the
Matthews/Scripps-

I

You may be eligible to participate in clinical research studies for men or
women 18 to 45 years of age. Other restrictions may apply. If
you qualify, a stipend of up to $100 per day is available
to compensate foryour time and transportation.
Please call 407-273-4312 for information.

1

------

Clinical Research C.Cnter of Florida
S80Z Lake Underhill Rd.
Orlando, Florida 32807
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JOE MANZO

STAFDYRJTER

The UCF women's volleyball season had another successful
season, but the Golden Knights fell just short of an NCAA
Tournament berth when they lost in the finals of the TAAC
Championships. After the season, the Central Florida Future sat
down with Head Coach Meg Colado for a session of Q & A .
1

A: Overall I think we did some really good things. In the beginning of the year, we set as our goal, to go the NCAA Tournament and
win our conference tournament. That's the only way to get to the
NCAA Tournament. Tr girls and I were disappointed that we did
not beat Georgia State in the finals. However, there were a lot of
good things that were accomplished throughout the year.

Q: What players, if any, played above your expectations this
season?
A: I thought that (freshman outside hitters) Leyre (Santaella
Sante) and Lindsey Whalen did a fantastic job for us. They were the·
.most steady players throughout the year:

Q: Did any players disappoint you this season?
A: I think t.. •.it some of our players aren't strong enough yet to last
through an entire season. I think the off-season and the summer training program is really crucial to all players, but I think that some of them
lack the strength to be able to play consistently throughout the year.

Q: What is the outlook for next season?
A: I'm excited to get everybody back. I think a year of lifting
with Dan (Eason), our strength coach who is wonderful, is really
going to show. This team is going to be stronger and faster, and
they'll have a year under our belt of playing together, so that's a
good thing.
COLADO, Page A-15

BCS, Page A-14
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Q& Awith vo11evba11
coach Meg Colado

.Q: Were you satisfied with the team's accomplishments this
year?

Howard rankings. The top seven
rankings are averaged for the computer component.
Strength of schedule is the
third component. This part is calculated by compiling the cumulative won/loss records of the team's
opponents and the cumulative
won/Joss records of the teams'
opponents' opponents. Two-thirds
of this component is based on the

Wednesday, December 6
6:30 pm Sunshine Network Live: Lightning Pregame (LIVE)
7:00 pm Tampa Bay Lightning @ Philadelphia Flyers (LIVE)

Thursday, December 7
7:00 pm Sunshine Network Live: Magic Pregame (LIVE)
7:30 pm Denver Nuggets @ Orlando Magic (LIVE)

Friday, December 8
7:00 pm Sunshine Network Live: Lightning Pregame (LIVE)
7:30 pm Colorado Avalanche @ Tampa Bay Lightning (LIVE)

Monday, December 11
10:00 pm Sunshine Network Live: Magic Pregame (LIVE)
10:30 pm Orlando Magic @ Los Angeles Clippers (LIVE)

Tuesday, December 12
9:30 pm Sunshine Network Live: Magic Pregame (LIVE)
10:00 pm Orlando Magic @ Seattle Supersonics (LIVE)

*Schedule subject to change

•
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Golden Knights hold .first place in TAAC standings
FROM PAGE

•

A-20

scoring 10 points. Graham added five
points and eight rebounds, while freshriian
guard Marvelous Washington scored nine
points. The Golden Knights shot 43 percent, while holding JSU to just 25 percent
for the game.
Earlier in the week, UCF lost 68-37 to
Florida State at the UCF Arena. The game
was out of reach for the Golden Knights
shortly after it started. FSU took a 25-4
lead with 6:21 to play in the first half, and

UCF was never able to recover. The
Seminoles then increased their lead before
halftime and went into the break with a
37-15 lead. That was the closest UCF
would come. Despite the loss, however,
UCF Head Coach Gail Striegler was optimistic about how the team played.
"We played the best defense we've
played all year,". said Striegler. "We'll win
lots of games in our conference if we continue to play that type of defense."
That defense was lead by freshman
forward Adrienne Billings, who had a

blocked shot to go along with a game high said Striegler. "We run about four of our
nine defensive rebounds. Senior forward special plays for Erin, and th~t took about
LaToya Graham and freshman Nicole _four of our plays out of the offense."
Dunson also had blocks. Junior point
Graham led the team with 13 points,
guard Yvette Ash and Kristy Colligan had and Dunson had 10. However, only
steals. Ash led last year's team in that cat- Colligan shot over 34%. The shooting peregory.
centage for the team was 20%, the worst-in
Offensively, UCF was without sopho- school history. The previous low was 22%.
more forward/guard Erin Page for most of
UCF (3-3,
TAAC) returns to
the game after she injured her knee early action on Dec. 9, when they will travel to
in the first half, something that disrupted Gainesville to take on the University of
the team's offense_, according to Striegler. Florida Gators.
"That [the loss of Page] hurt us a lot,"

•

..

What a difference
the train makes!

+-o

UCF to play

Gators on.
Dec. 5

..

•
PHOTO BY jASON KOKOTOFF

Junior Yvette Ash has been UCF's
starting point guard so far this year•

•

FROM PAGE
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though, because the semester is
now over. Last year, LaDonna
started 14 games and averaged
over five points and rebounds per
game .

•
•

•

•

Around the TAAC

Enjoy the comfort and convenience of traveling
with Amtrak® this holiday season.
/

Student Advantage® Members save 15%* on rail fares to over 500 destinations
all year long, including the holidays. To join Student· Advantage, call
1-877-2JOIN-SA or visit studentadvantage~com.
For Amtrak~ information and reservations, call 1-800-USA-RAIL or visit
www.amtrak.com .
*Not valid on peak weekday Metroliner- or Acela Express"' Trains and Canadian portions of trains operated jointly by Amtrak and VIA Rail Canada, or on connecting services via non-Amtrak carrier5.

•

,

UCF's wins over Samford
and Jacksonville State moved the
Golden Knights into first place in
the TAAC standings with a 2-0
conference record. Behind UCF
. are Georgia State and Campbell
at 1-0, Samford and JSU at 1-1,
Troy State and Mercer at 0-1, and
Florida Atlantic at 0-2.

UCF travels to

Gainesville
UCF will play at the
University of Florida this
Tuesday, trying to pick up the
school's first ever win over the
Gators. The Golden Knights are
0-20 all time against UF. UCF
has already lost its first two
intrastate rivalry games, dropping
de9isions to South Florida and
Florida State. The in-state games
do get easier after UF though.
They are at Bethune-Cookman
next Friday and play at home
against Florida Atlantic in early
January.
"They're out sizing us at
every position so we have to do
the fundamentals," said Striegler
about UF. "In order to beat them,
we'll have to play a perfect
game."
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Billings lead~ UCF in points and rebounds.¥"
FROM PAGE

A-20

nickname, and she had to do so earlier than
anyone expected. When junior forward
Khaliah Guillory went down with injury in
the first three seconds of the first regular
season game, Ace was left with some pretty big shoes to fill. Guillory's experience
. and talent were expe9ted to lead this
· Golden Knight team, but when she went
_ down Billings came in and recorded a double-double in her first ever collegii;tte game.
Since then, Ace has been the team's
, leading scorer, averaging 12.25 points
through the first four games of the season,
and is close to averaging a double~doubJe,
with nine rebounds per game.
Billings was an All-State player her
senjor year at Titusville High School, but
she wasn't expected to .be this big of a co.1.1:; tributor this early in her freshman year.
~
"I don't think anyone expected her
~ step in right away like she did," said UCF
Head Coach Gail Striegler. "Everybody
· knew that she was a great signee last year.
, Everybody knew she was going to be able
~ to play. But to come in, especially after

having surgery, practicing for a week and
leading our team for the first three games in
scoring, is a pretty phenomenal feat.'·'
Ace knew she would be able. to come
in and make a difference early.
"I had high hopes," said Billings. "I
just came here to play basketball. I was
ready to play, step in when I was needed,
no matter what. It's basketball; you're
going to play. It's not like I was surprised
that I did so well because I was expected to
play well, so I just went in and did my job."
And though you don't.notice it in her
play, Billings recognizes some differences
between basketball at the high school level
' and at the. college· level.
"I guess it's the pace, because in high
s~hooi .it's slower," shi said. "College is
]jke an .all-star team. Io high school people
:make the ~earn and you go from there. You
do what you can do. You always have star
player. In college everybody's a star player,
so it's good competition."
Since Guillory went down, Billings
has staited every game. She is looking for. ward to "when Guillory"comei.back at 100
percent; her first game back was Nov. 28

win. I'll be happy when she comes back
because that just makes us a stron~r
team."
That team-oriented mentality will help
·this talented freshman succeed at the college level, along with a little help from her
mother and the comforts of home.
Although Ace is away at college, she's still
her mother's baby.
"My mom comes and cooks for me
every week," she said.
She also· has all the "necessities'' for
college life. According to Ace and
Striegler, Billings has a DVD player, VCR,
TV, stereo, Nintendo- 64, brand new
Gameboy, computer, scanner, and printer.
All of which are in her tiny dorm room,
making her a very popular teammate.
With all she needs to survive college
lif~ (\Ild the talent and determination to succeed at collegiate basketball, you can
expect Billings to contribute great things to
the Golden Knight women's basketball
program for the next four years.
"She's learning," said Striegler. "She's
an artwork in progress and she'll continue
·
to get better."

a

against Florida State, but it was clear she
wasn't'completely healthy.
· "I think it will be good (when Guillory
is back ftJll-strength)," said Billings. "If
we're both in double figures . -(in points
scored) it'll be great for us because we'll

· women's Basketball Notebook
rebounder in nine games.
"[Guillory] was obviously
not at full speed," said UCF Head
Coac~ Gail Striegler.

the first half, and went 0-4 from
the field. The 5"10' forward was
clearly not at 100 percent, but is
expected to make a full recovery
Guillory returns
Junior Khaliah Guillory after suffering the injury in first
. rerumed from an ankle injury last minute of the tea~' s season
• Tuesday and played 15 rriinutes opener two w~efs·ago. Last year,
in UCF's loss to Florida State. Guillory was· se€ond on the ·team
; She got her first rebound of :ihe - with 10.2 points per game: and
season with four miilutes·Jeft in . was the team's leading "Scdter and
JOE MANZO
ST4FF WRITER

Paige and Washington
hurt, Larry_. ,,iisses
game
. :.~.:_ '
Sophomore {orwa'i-f;. l}rin Page w~s injured only two· min-

utes into tbe Florida State .gi@.e. court by trainers, but returned to
She had a "busted ' sac in her action in UCF's two TAAC wins
knee" and did ~ot play .in UCF's later in the week. Prior to the
subsequent
games
against injury, Washington had four
'Samford and Jacksonville ~$tate. points and four rebounds in 27
The)oss ·Page was detrimental minutes of action.
to the Golden Knights offense,
Senior LaDonna Larry, one
which scored only 37 points on a of only two seniors on the team,
school-record· ~to'Y 20 percent was not available for the Florida
shooting. , · .. - ·'-'
State game, because she had a
In the;,fourth qu:filter of the class that .she needed to attend.
· FSU gamt;: freshma~ :Mm:'el.o.'"trs~.·"''l;hat•.Problem ·shollld not _reoccur
Washingtoff too_k a~~~ lJ!l·trrthe ·
. ~· ----~~he<rd.. ~he ' ha~ t-0 be help off the . .
UCF, Page A-17
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10 YEAR, 100,000 MILE
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY!!
5 YEAR, ·&0,000 MILE
BUMPER TO BUMPER WARRANTY!!

New '07

BEST I T E INDUSTRY!

SANTA FE

DANCE

New '07

XG 300

loaded w/standard features
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~C '"A~..

FORESTER <eJJJ>~, 39 •

New '07

auto, a/c. loaded!

izve.

v-6, auto, a/c, power windows
& locks, leather, comp. loaded!

DANCE
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$249

& Get a

a/c. all wheel drive, loaded!
HURRY! DON'T MISS OUT!! • 'COMP USA SKU#278007 Model includes Apple Pro Keyboard. Apple Pro Mouse. modem coble, MAC OS 9, QuickTime, Appleworks, Microsoft Internet Explorer, Microsoft Outlook Express, Netscape Communicator. Quicken Deluxe 2000. Palm Desktop, FAXstt,
Bugdom and Nonosour software; complete setup, learning and reference documentation: Limited warranty; 30 days of free internet service through Eorthllnk. All offers with approved credit. Excludes prior purcHoses. All prices and payments Include factory rebates. owner loyalty
rebates and lease loyalty rebates where applicable. All leases to qualified buyers with 740 beacon score.• Leases ore 12.000 miles per year, 15¢ per mile thereafter. No dealers or brokers. Vehicles subject to prior sale. See dealer for details. ''XG300 price ofter owner loyalty rebate.
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UCF women's basketball
Dunson
scored 35
points in
UCF's two
TAAC wins
last week.

starts
2-0
in
conference
.
J OE MANZO
STAFF WRITER

Last season, the UCF
women's basketball team started the TAAC season 0-2, a start
they never recovered from,
going on to finish last in the
conference regular season
standings. But last season, the
Golden Knights didn 't have
Nicole Dunson.
Following a loss to Florida
State, UCF began the 20002001 TAAC regular season last
week with away games at
Samford and Jacksonville
State. The Golden Knights
started against Samford, a team
that was picked to finish third
in the pre season conference
polls. That did not matter for
Dunson and UCF, however, as
the underdog Golden Knights
scored the first six points of the

game and would trail only once
in a 66-51 victory over the
Bulldogs. Dunson, a freshman
guard, scored a career-high 20
points, including four threepointers to lead UCF to the
win. Dunson was five of nine .
shooting from the floor and six

of six from the free throw line.
Junior guard Lanetra Cooks
added 11 points for UCF, while
LaToya Graham contributed
nine points and eight rebounds
and Adrienne Billings . had
eight points and . eight
rebounds. The Golden Knight
defense held Samford to a 38.8
shooting percentage, while
shooting 50 percent themselves, and outrebounded the
Bulldogs 44-26.
Next up was Jacksonville
State, and Dunson wasn't finished. This time, she scored 15
points as the Golden Knights
jumped out to a 32-14 halftime
lead and held off a fate rally by
JSU to win 64-54. Junior forward Khaliah Guillory played
her best game since injuring
her·ankle in the season opener,

,

PHOTO BY
JASON
KOKOTO FF

GOLDEN, Page A-17

Fall 2000 up and
down for UCF sport~

An 'Ace'in

the hOle

COMMENTARY BY

DAVID MARSTERS

Billings living up to her .
nickname sooner}han
expected ,

STAFF WRITER

KRISTY SHONKA
STAfF WRITER

Freshman
forward
Adrienne
BilUngs has
fillea in
admirably ·for
the iniured ·
Khaliah
,Guillory so
far this

Freshman forward Adrienri,e
Billings is the new •'Ace" of; the UCF
women's basketball team. The star
freshtnM's nickname also happens to.
be Ace, given to her by her uncle when"
she was younger. Billings isn' t sure
why she was given the nickname, but
she likes it because the Ace is the high- e.st card in the deck.
Billings, so far~ has lived up to her

BILLINGS, Page A-18

Mixed emotions.
TQ.at is how one can
describe what happened to
UCF sports during the Fall
2000 semester. There were
high expectations, but
there were some disappointments. There were
moments of brilliance, but
there were moments of
ugliness. Young players
emerged, but some were
only given the opportunity
because of injuries to veteran players. Following
the Golden Knight athletic
teams was often exciting,
but it was sometimes
painfully frustrating. In
the en.d, however, thete is

..
only one emotion to ·take
away from what has happened during the past four
months, and that is encouragement.
The UCF football
team entered the season
with dreams of going to a
bowl game, but disappointing losses to Akron
and North.em Illinois put
the team and its fans into
an emotional black hole.
The team could have given
up at that point, but they
didn't.
The
Golden
Knights went on to win
four of its last five games;
including an historic 40-38
upset win at Alabama ..
Redshirt freshman Ryan
Schneider emerged at

FALL, Page A-14
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!imokeout:
A Wicked Satire at=
liovernment and Big Tobacco
DAVID MA~STERS
STAFF WRITER

•
•

•

•
•

In 1998, the tobacco industry was forced into a $246 billion settlement with 46
states, having to pay for the states' health care costs of treating sick smokers. And while
this was certainly an historical legal battle, Florida author and journalist S.V. Date apparently thought he could spice up the story even further - and he was right.
Date's new book, Smokeout, is a :fictional account of the days leading up to a vote
of the Florida Congress regarding the issue of big tobacco. It seems as though Governor
Bolling Waites snuck a law through the Florida Congr~ss last year that effectively
allowed the state government to sue big tobacco companies. Realizing that they were
tricked, the state legislature has just recently repealed the law, but Waites vetoed their
repeal. Now, the Florida Senate is attempting to override the veto, but will need a twothirds vote to be successful. Add to this situation a wild cast of characters including the
ruthless CEO of a tobacco company, a deranged hit-man, and a law school dropout having trouble finding a job as a lobbyist because she posed for Playboy while drunk one
night in college, and you get a wicked satire that follows in the footsteps of Cail
Hiassen's brilliant comedic crime novels (Striptease, Stormy Weather, Double
Whammy, etc.).
Though the story is an ensemble piece, the plot centers primarily on the travails of
Jeena Golden, the aforementioned FSU law school dropout. After deciding that law
school wasn't for her, she decided to try her hand as a Tallahassee lobbyist. After several unsuccessful job interviews that ended in indecent proposals from potential male
bosses, she is given a position by Ruth Ann Bronson, a sexy female lobbyist who al_so

refuses to take anyone's dirty
money and always votes her
conscience. Working for the
Governor is Dunbar Richey,
who just happens to be
Jeena's forffier :fiance.
While looking through RJH documents, Jeena comes across MRK.93-1321, a
incriminating memo that proves RJH marketed its Larry Llama (think Joe Camel) cigarettes to chil9ren under the age of 18. This piece of evidence would sink RJH :financially, and its discovery triggers a wild chain of events leading up to the day of the vote
including attempted murders, ·kidnapping, blackmail, Ji pornographic website called
"Tastee Tallahassee" that is the brainchild of a Florida legislator and involves hidden
cameras under the desks of female employees, and two senators attempting to enter the
chambers while wearing only blazers and strategically placed socks. Each character will
stop at nothing to get their way, providing for some very interesting conflicts. The bOok
moves at a lightning quick pace, jumping from storyline to storyline without being too
confusing. There are several "laugh-out-loud" places .in the 'story, and the dialogµe is
always sharp and witty- "Then you'll leave a nice inheritance for your wife and kids" ...
"I don't have a wife, sir. Or kids" ... "Poor planning on your part does not constitute a
crisis on mine. Now get up!".
And while Date is undoubtedly writing a comedy here, the satire also takes on the

posed for. Playboy back in the day, but has since become one of the best lobbyists in
Florida without giving in to the overzealous desires of her male superiors. The job'is as
a consultant for Roper-Joyner Holdings Tobacco Company (eerily reminiscent of the
real life R. J. Reynolds), who is lobbying hard to override the veto of Governor Waites.
RJH is run by Bartholomew Simons, a cutthroat CEO who isn't above, well, c.utting
throats to get his way. Also working for RJH is millionaire lobbyist Murphy Moran, who
takes a liking to Jeena, and Colonel Marvin Lambert, who is RJH's muscle (i.e. hitman). Members of the Florida Senate that are being lobbied include the corrupt T.C.
Tuttle and Gus Cruz, and the honest, tough-as-nails Dolly Nichols, a Republican who

issues that the subject matter brings up, and presents the case for both sides of the tobacco argument. Is it wrong for tobacco companies to target minors with their advertising?
Is it any of the government's business what the.tobacco companies do? Eventually, however, like everyone else in the story, Date does pick a side, which results in an ending
that is both funny and poignant.
If you are a fan of Carl Hiassen, then this is definitely a book to read, but even if you
don't know who Hiassen is, Smokeout is well worth the time you will invest in reading
it. No matter what your views are regarding the issue of Big Tobacco, lobbying, lying
and Congressional process have never been this fun.
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It takes no great feat of intelligence to figure out that in the
movie industry has genres, much like that of its musical colleagues. Typically these genres are action, science fiction, comedy, horror and drama. Most movies fit one of these five arcqetypes, for they are typically the most successful financially.
However, there exist .several genres that are not widely seen on the
movie screen, just one being the fantasy movie.
Fantasy films are defined as movies, which deal with very farfetched, imaginary elements, things of legend such as magic,
dragons, and knights. With such intriguing subject matter it is a
wonder why many of these film are not made. The answer to that
is, at least until recently, fantasies have not been deemed financially or critically favorable. This may be largely due to the fact
that only a very specific sort of audience enjoys such films, while
the rest of the public considers them hokey or stupid due to the
subject matter within. Such opinions are evident considering the
am~unt of fantasy movies that have been made over the last couple of years. As far as this reviewer can recall, the last big mainstream fantasy movie to be released was the abysmal
Dragonheart, a fatal blow to the fantasy genre.
Perhaps movies like Dragonheart, a special-effects film
devoid of a solid plot or characters, are what make people so
biased to the genre. Without a doubt, many horrible fantasy films
have been released over the years such as Beastmaster 2 and
Dragon Slayer (at least in this reviewer's opinion), which have
caused such a bias. People generally believe that_fantasy films ate

hokey and stupid, thereby feeling comfortable passing
arbitrary judgments without giving the film an opportunity to present itself. Perhaps this is why decent fantasy
films such as Willow and Excalibur have been overlooked
so often by the mainstream public, becoming both financial and critical disasters.
In response to this feeling, movie studios have stopped
producing fantasy films, at least until now. With the new
millennium comes new changes and once again it seems
that major studios are willing to experiment. After all, it
seems that the average moviegoer is growing weary of the
cookie-cutter action film or Pulp Fiction rip-off.
Therefore, two upcoming fantasy films have been created,
perhaps in hopes that audiences will respond to a few
changes in scenery.
The first of these two films is Dungeons and Dragons,
which opens nationwide Dec. 8, 2000. The movie is based
on the popular role-playing game which has so often been
denounced by the anti-Christ himself Jerry Falwell as promoting Satanism. At any rate, it seems that certain individuals affiliated with TSR, the creators of the game, have
been trying to create the movie for quite some time but
have just now developed the availabl~ resources. The use
of CGI and other effects have truly made the movie a feasible venture, not to mention that the controversy surrounding the game has toned down a bit in favor of the
Teletubbies. Nevertheless, the movie has been made, and
apparently with great effort on part qf the writers. Rumor
has it that the screenwriters were forced to watch several
fantasy movies from Labyrinth to Conan, in order to figure out what works and what does not work with the audience. With this in mii:id, perhaps the movie will not go the
way of many of its failed predecessors. At any rate, the
movie is about a power struggle inside a fanciful kingdom
involving a war between dragons. Sure it sounds corny,
but screenings of the film have actually been fairly positive, so who knows?
The second fantasy movie is the Fellowship of the
Ring, the first portion of the Lord of the Rings trilogy that
. director Peter Jackson (Dead Alive, The Frighteners) is
filming. The story is based on the classic Lord of the
Rings novels by J.R.R. Tolkien, who in many ways is the
founding father of fantasy. Once again, this movie has
been long in the making, for much like D&D the special.
effects were simply not available until now. As far as the
story goes, the film is supposed to follow the book very
closely, involving some sort of dark sorcery and little people known as hobbits. Well, anyway, the book was entertaining so if it can translate well to the screen than so shall
the film. Fellowship of the Ring is going to be released at
some point in 2001, with the two others stories, The Two

Tmvers and Retum of the King, in 2002 and 2003 respectively.
With two large fantasy movies on the honzon, who
knows what the future may hold for this long dead genre.
With any luck, both films will be good, but then again one
never knows how the audience will respond. All the same.
give the films a fair. chance, you might be surprised. Also.
do not listen to what the critics say for most typically
despise anything that does not immediately make them
think of The English Patient. These two films were made
for the public, with a very "screw the critics!" attitude it
seems. Anyway, Dungeons and Dragons is coming up
very soon, Dec. 8, with Fellowship of the Rings in the distant future. Both might be good, and both might be bad,
but the only way of finding out is experiencing them individually and not letting previous fantasy movies nor critics prevent you.
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Tupac Shakur
The Rose that Grew From Concrete, Volume I

WWW.GOLDSGYMORLANDO.COM

In life, Tupac Shakur was one of the most compelling
figures in all of music, and now, in death, he continues
to have a strong influence on the musical world. The
·Rose the Grew From Concrete is a group of musical
interpretations of Tupac's poetry by various artists and
stars. Among the collaborators are Mos Def, Q Tip,
Outlawz and even Danny Glover. The musical interpretations of Tupac's poetry are extremely wen done, doing
justice to his deep and well-written prose. His ability as
a poet might even rival his ability as a lyricist and rapper. This album also includes a second CD that contains
a discussion by Tupac's mother; Afeni Shakur, about
Tupac, his poetry and the musical interpretations. (A) -- .
David Marsters

.. i

Political Blockheads
Help! I'm Stalin .... And I Can't Get Up

•

Help! I'm Stalin .... And I Can't Get Up has a wonderful ·
sound mixing the folk punk sty le riffs of the Dead
Milkmen with the satirical political lyrics of the Dead
Kennedys. This album is their second album to date. A
third is expected to come out in 2002. If you are a fall of
political punk or just a little bit cynical about our government, then this album is for you. With songs like
"Military Moron," "Black Fascist Boots" and "Carbon
Monoxide Radical," you.will be very.impressed with this
little known punk band from Maryland. (A) --Matt
Phipps
15
15
Picture the Spice Girls singing with the voices of All
Saints. This is kind of what 15 (or "International Five")
is like; trying_ to be too trendy, but gifted with smooth
voices. Each member comes'from a different area of the
world and, thus, has a different identity. So instead of
Scary Spice and Ginger Spice we get Andi from
London, Christina from the United States - well, you
. get the point. Think of the dolls from "It's a ·small
World" singing about girl power and dominance over
men. As for the music, it coqveys the same message in
the same musical styling as the Spice·Girls' did. We g~t
"Ladidi Ladida, '"a song all about girls controlling guys.
We get "Cinderella," a song about how girls shouldn't wait for t~e Prince Charming to rescue them.
Finally, we get the sweet hannonies of "Distracted," which is probably the best song on the CD.
Unlike the Spice Girls, 15 can pull off these songs for a younger audienee while remaining good role
models with a great message: people from diverse background make decent music and have a good
time. However, it still comes across as being slightly synthesized. (B-) --Kim Lindquist
Enya
A Day Without Rain
While Enya may never make Billboard's Top 10, they
will certainly always be a favorite of mine. The melodic
instrumental and vocals of Enya s latest CD, A Day
Without Rain, are superb. Great music to relax to, and
great music to make that romantic setting for you and
that special someone. Tracks two, three and 10 are thfee
of my favorites on this, unfortunately too short, 35minute disc. This new CD is a must for any Enya fan, and
a great CD to start out with for those in search of simply
superb musical·and vocal tracks. °(A-) --Adam Shiver
0
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Bette Midler
Bette
Midler's newest album,
Bette, is a departure from
what she is most notably
known for. While her
older ballads, especially
"Wind Beneath My
Wings" and "From a
Distance" have heart, this
record is filled with nothing _but songs with no
soul. Most of the songs
are slow, and none have
anything that make them stand· out from one another. The usual
brassiness of her work is tarnished by ballads that are tired and lifeless. The "Divine Miss M" is less than divine this time around, her
songs sounding more and more like they should be played on radio
stations that have commercials touting their "soft hits of the 80's and
today." This is a very disappointing album from someone used to .
know what she was doing. (D) --Becki Panoff

Linkin Park
Hybrid Park

Can you talk in rhythm?

If so, you may want to
consider joining the band
Linkin Park. After all,
Chester Bennington does
just this in most of their
songs. However, he, along
with the rest of the band,
also proves that you don't
have to have the voice of a
choir boy to succeed in
·the music industry; you
need good music. That·is
what meets our ears when we listen to Hybrid Park. The music can be
compared to a mixture of Godsmack, Papa Roach and Disturbed. The
CD's first single, "One Step Closer," has been getting airplay on
WJRR and 0-Rock, as well as being advertised on MTV. Other songs
include "Papercut," a flatly-spoken (not sung) alternative ballad, and
"A Place for my Head," which demonstrates some singing ability and
has a relatively soft -rock feel to it. This CD is different from the alternative rock we are used to, but in a very good and revolutionary· way.
(A-) --K.L.
Ben Trexel
Under the Radar
Ben Trexel's Under the
Radar is an excellent
album of strictly instrumental music. Trexel and
sidekicks John Williams
and Geoff Sides combine ·
the sounds of acoustic and
electric guitars, · bass guitars, keyboards and drums
to create a wide range of
music, ranging from hard
driving rock
("Hard
Drive") to southern twang ("Alligator Waltz") to musical ballad
("March Moon"). Some of the guitar playing will remind you of Eric
Clapton, an obvious influence of Trexel's. There is something on this
album for just about any mood, and each song is well played and has
its own distinct style. Under the Radar is quality music. (A-) --D.M.

•

Boiler Room
Can't Breathe
Boiler Room, a New York
based alternative metal
band who first got noticed
in the public eye while
Pointe Orlando,
touring with Orgy, has put
International Drive
out a debut album this
10:15*am, 11:30, 2:00, 3:15, 4:30, 5:45,
at Universal Blvd.
month entitled Can't
7:00, 8:15, 9:30, 10:45**pm
Breathe. The album came
across from the
*Saturday mornings only
out on Tommy Boy Music,
**Friday and Saturday evenings only
Convention Center.
which is comprised of
ALSO
SHOWING
artists like Everlast, House
FREE PARKING
of Pain, Coolio and
WITH VALIDATION
12 45
= Pm
Naughty By Nature. Boiler Room sound coold be compared to the
"'
KINGDOM
Deftones. Some good songs were "Insomnia," "Can't Breathe" and
For tickets and group sales informatiqn call:
"Hopeless," but all in all nothing very attention grabbing in the area of
REGULAR
$5111111N=
new sound. (B-) --M.P.
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Barenaked Ladies
Maroon

•

•

Furtado, who sound~ like
a cross between Fiona
Apple and Gwen Stefani
of No Doubt, belts out
track after track of selfwritten material on her
debut album, Whoa
Nelly. The songs, some
tinged with a jazzy beat
and some more ·dance
influenced are original
and catchy. One in particular, "I'm Like Bird," the first single released
to radio, is an up tempo song that starts with a melancholy intro,
going into Furtado's throaty lyrics. The Portuguese-Canadian singer
continues her unique style of music through each cut of the album,
with "Hey Man," :rarty" and "Legend" as some of her standout songs.
Overall, it's an impressive start for an up and coming star from the
north. (B+) --B.P.

DJ Skribble
Essential Dance 2000

..
j

Essential Dance 2000 is
a compilation of remixes
of popular songs done by
MTV's DJ Skribble.
Some of the songs that
get the Skribble treatment
are
Cher's
"Believe,".Paula Cole's "I
Believe in Love" and
Moby's
"Bodyrock."
While there is no question. that Skribble is an
extremely talented DJ, this album is basically a bunch of inane noise~
The beats are repetitive and annoying, and most of the songs weren't
. particularly musically creative sense to begin with. This isn't quite
rave music, burnow I understand why people at raves take so many
drugs ... you'd have to be high to enjoy this. (D) --D.M.

With their Beatle-esque harmonies how could you not like these
guys? They are hilarious in rc.oncert and on their albums. Their
latest CD however is certainly not the best out of past works.
When you first pop it in the CD player you immediately want to
toss it out the window. But, fortunately, it grows on you quickly.
Tracks one, two, three and five are some of the best on the CD.
While it is a good album, it certainly comes nowhere close to
their past works Gordon, Born on a Pirate Ship and Maybe You
Should Drive. (C+) --A.S.

Guano Apes
Proud Like a God
The Guano Apes are a difficult band to classify. From the album
cover of Proud Like a God, one might deduce that they are a hard
rock band, and that is probably the closest to an accurate description that can be given. Some of the album sounds like Metallica,
other parts sound like Limp Bizkit. Many of the lyrics are quite
socially conscious such as "Imagine all the words we're 'spitting,
would be killing inside. Being trapped in a jungle, be cool don't
fight." Proud Like a God is a good mix of different types of rock
music, so fans of all different styles of rock and alternative music
should be able to find something to like on this album. (B-)
--D.M.

J Mascis + the Fog
More Light
If you liked Dinosaur Jr. then J lylascis + the Fog is just what
you've been looking for. Featuring the leadman from Dinosaur
Jr., J Mascis's newest solo album, More Light, keeps alive the
great indie/grunge sound of his former band. An excellent
album comprised of some great songs like: "Same Day, "Back
Before You Go", and "I'm Not Fine". A great gift idea for those
who love indie rock or Dinosaur Jr. (A) --M.P.
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Alice in Chains

Check out some of your favorite artists
performing live on TV. Do it. Now.

When
John Wesley Harding

Dec

6

to party with

Where
late Night with Conan O'Brien

Dec

6

The Tonight Show with!"'! Leno

Dec

7

The I.ate Show With David Lettemian

Dec

7

The late Late Show with Craig Kilborn

Hootie & The Blowfish

Dec

8

Th• Tonight Show with J"'f Lano

SR·71

Dec

8

The I.ate I.ate Show with Craig Kilborn

with Jimmy Page

Dec

9

I.ate Night with Conan O'Brien

U2

Doc

9

Saturday Night Live

Doc 11
Doc 12

Memphis Sleek
The Understanding

Rage Against
the Machine

-win nightly prizes!

Renegades

Sou/mates

3LW

Eve

3LW

Scorpion

Neil Young Friends
and Relatives

Funkmaster Flex

Road Rock Volume 7

60 Minutes of Funk
Volume IV: The Mixtape

LOCAL IV~NUES:

~~'6;;,';'j;ters

Holger Hiller
12233 University Blvd• (407) 381·1009

How does
'No Unes, No Cover'
sound to you?
Become a VIP and get in for
free at all SoundCheck events

Lethal Overdose

Cali Agents
Neva Forget

DJ Rectangle

The Tonight Show with Jay Lano
The Tonight Show with Jay Lano

LO .D.

David Dyson

SEE BELOW FOR VIP INFO!

BlackOowes

x

David Bryan

Box Set

WANT TO GET IN FOR FREE1

RQCK STaR .

K·Ci &Jo.Jo

Live
Lunar Eclipse

WaterTrade

LiK~ A

December 5, 2000

Art's Cafe

Ho/gerHiller

1235 N Orange Avenue
(407) 895-9772

•All release dates subject to change.

Blues, Jazz

Billy and Casey's
50 E Central Boulevard
(407) 648-4218

fEE9BACK:
Steve Uchtennllin
1. Badly Drawn Boy, The Hour of Bewi/derbeut
2 . Coldplay, ParachutH
3. R•dlohHd, Kid A
4. Eels, ~ises of the Galuy
5. Built to Spill. U....
6. Billy Bragg a Witco, Mermaid A""'nue II
7. Oem Snide, Your Fnori~ Music
8 . Modest MouH, Th• Moon and Antan:tia
9. Richard Ashcroft, Alone with Everybody
10. Yo Lii Tengo.
Nothinp Tumftl lae/f Inside Out

And.,,,.,.

Jon Munn
1. Radiohead. Kid A
2. U2, All That You Can't Leaw Behind
3. Grandaddy, The Sophtware Slump
4. Elliott Smith. Figure 8
5. Eels, ~isies of the Galaxy
6. Modert Mouse. The Moon and Antan:tica
7. Su1>9'9r.t•S. Supef!lruS
8. Badly Drawn Boy, Hour of Bewilderl>east
9. Purl Jam. Binaural
10. Robbi• Willi•ms, Sing When You're Winning
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Call Superman or J._I.
Douse him with creamed com. his one true -akness.
F"mcl a happy place. Cry theN.
Tell him there's some egg nog in the other room and
FKt1SofDNthlVison.
Light a match. The alcohol should bum mher nicety.
Gently hum Juice Newton's "Angel in the Morning."
Resulti based on the testimony of Ozzy trainers at the San
llttl• knawn Ozzy Ozboumt Will Eat Your Childnn.

_J :::
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Di~o

14'111
20'lb

12'111

CityJazz
1000 Universal Studios Plaza
(407) 224-2189

Blues.J•n, Funk

Copper Rocket
106 Lake Avenue
(407) 645-0069

Rock

19111t
6¥.

Cricketers Arms
8445 International Drive

9lllt

(407) 354·0686

Zoo ilnd Dr. 59Uls'

Acoustic, Rock

Liquid Cellar
12233 University Boulevard
(407) 381-1009

Rock

Sign Up For ,SmartT'!!'$' OR e-·values
And Ciet In FREE To All Soundcheck Events This Semester!
Log On To www.verizon-ld.com/soundcheck

Mad-Lyn's Cafe
932 N Mills Avenue
(407) 898· 1616
Folk, Acoustic

Sapphire
54 N Orange Avenue
(407) 246· 1419

, .... lodl, Fto... Jazz
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STH AVENUE

In By 2:00 PM • Out By 4:00 PM

THE NEXT DAY

ORLANDO 407·281·4009
1708 N. GOLDENROD RD.
(Comer Of Hwy. 50 Across From Sam's)
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*NSYNC is being sued
by puppet makers
*NSYNC is being
sued by Sid and Marty
Krofft Pictures Inc;
*NSYNC's manager,
Johnny Wright, hired
the company to build
25-foot puppets of the
group for their upcoming American Music
Awards performance in
January. Wright and
Krofft apparently made
an oral agreement that
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Each Prepaid Must Be Presented WfOrder •No Suede Or Leather
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would be '
given to the company if
any merchandise related to the puppets were manufactured. After merchandise was made with the puppets on them for the group's tour, Wright did riot follow through on his agreement. Krofft has the
exclusive lights to the puppets with the exception of the January show. Krofft's attorney, Bruce Isaacs,
said: "[Wright] promised that if they made any merchandise [from the puppets], or w~at we call derivative work, they would pay. But when we contacted [*NSYNC for payment], we were told we were
not entitled to anything. All we want is our fair share. " The lawsuit asks for actual and statutory damages, attorney's fees, and at least 10 percent of the profits from sales of the souvenir puppets.
Cindy Crawford bids· 'Adieu' to Revlon
Supermodel Cindy Crawford will be leaving Revlon after 11 years
as their spokesperson. Revlon's president, Jeffrey Nugent, said that
Crawford's time was up and the company wants to head in a new direction. Crawford's response to Nugent's statements was: "They don't
want the story out there that they're firing me because I'm too old, that
would alienate a lot of customers. I kind of knew what I needed [in
order] to stay, financially. I've been with them long enough that I feel
either I'm doing a good job and you reward me for this, which is a raise,
or I'm not, and you let me go."

•

Huriey may become highest paid
model
In other model news, Elizabeth
Hurley .just renewed her contract with
Estee Lauder for ·$3 million .. Despite
rumors that said Gwyneth Paltrow may
become the new face for the cosmetic company. Hurley is also in nego.tiations for a $4 million contract with Scottish company MJM
International. It is responsible for creating the Ultimo gel-bra, which
enhances a woman's cleavage with more comfort than a regular pushup bra. If she ~igns the deal she would become the world's highest paid
lingerie mo~el.

Give Applebee~s®

"

Gift Certificates this
Holiday Season
• Available in $5, $10,
$20,and $25 denominations

,

• Accepted pationwlde at over
1,200 locations
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15% Discount to ·
All Students &
Faculty with l.D.

"A Full Service Florist"

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

Wire Service or
Delivery available

over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"

1345 HoweU Branch Road
Winter Par~ FL 32789
407-629-0050
wire service excludes discount

Dean & University
10069 University Blvd.
' Orlando, FL 32817
407-67..9-5141

www.allinbloom.com

Waterford Lakes
71 I N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
407-281-7666
1-866-415-9554
delivery service excludes discount

We sex:vice to
ALL parts of
the country
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Neighborhood ~rill & Bar

12103 Collegiate Way • 282-2055
(aaoss from the University of Central Aorida)
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ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS •••
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"fofty years after the Beatles, Radiohead have ~ ~ ~ ~
.
reinvented the idea of the rock group" - N. v. TIMES ~ ~ ~ ~

"A post rock masterpiece, Kid A is not only Radiohead's ~ ~ ~
bravest album, but it's best one as well" ·SPIN
~ ~ ~

•

"A genuinely challenging work in a
generally unchallenging time" - ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

"_B~!~nt"

.

RADIUAi

••.IS THE MOST GROUND-BREAKING ALBUM TO DEBUT AT #1
WORLDWIDE IN DECADES.

~
~

Give The Gift Of Sound.

www.radlohead.com
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8th Annual Orange County
Professional Services Networking Job Fair
Four Points Sheraton, Downtown Orlando
1.51 East Washington Street
February 8-1.0, 2001
Orlando, Florida

• Workshops

• Luncheons
• Over 65 local companies represented
• Meet and greet business owners and company
recruiters
For more information call 407-836-7317

John Travolta's IRS troubles
John Travolta owes some serious
dinero to the Internal Revenue
Service. Travolta will be paying
$607,400 in back taxes to the IRS to
end dispute which dates five years
back. According to the Los Angeles
· Times, the actor will be paymg back
losses he claimed°from 1993 to 1995.
The IRS disputed Travolta's claim
that he had $2.27 million in losses
for a company called ATLO Inc.
According to the Times, that company is an "S corporation," a business that rich people employ to
get a tax break. Travolta will not be paying any penalties. The
. amount he'll pay in back taxes is $150,000 from 1993, $248,096
from 1994 and $208,757 for 1995. Travolta is a high-profile
member of the Church of Scientology, a controversial organization that wants to do away with the IRS .
Spade stunned by assistant
"Just Shoot Me" star David Spade
literally . was. The actor was
attacked in his Beverly Hills home
by a stun gun carrying assailant,
who turned out to be his assistant.
The assistant, David Malloy, was
trying to rob ~is wealthy boss.
Spade suffered minor injuries, but
was okay. Malloy fled the house
by the time the poi.ice arrived. He
was caught a few hours later. He is
accused of suspicion ·of burglary,
assault with a deadly weapon and
assault with a stun gun, police said. Malloy' s hail was set at
$50,000 .
The next terminator
X-men co-star Famke Janssen
may become the next Terminator.
· Rumor has it that Janssen is the
number one choice over prowrestling' s Chyna. Janssen
played telekinetic Jean Grey in Xmen this past summer, who she'll
play again in the sequel. She .also
played Russian villainess Xenia
Onatopp in GoldenEye.
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I. Gladiator
Ridley Scott's ancient Roman epic
was undoubtedly one of the largest
box-office and most critical hits of the
year and for good reason. The plot is
excellent and does not insult the intelligence of its audience while staying
reasonably accurate to its historical
basis. There is something for everyone in Gladiator, from bloody combat all the way to romance, poli~cal
scheming to betrayal. The characters
are all . portrayed by richly talented
actors that give the audience an
insight into even the most minor role.
Russell Crowe is a masterful actor
and has become a major star in the
wake of this film. ~owever, the real
acting nod in this film goes to Joaquin
Phoenix, who not only looks the part
that many would think of a young
Roman emperor, but also plays his
role with such emotion that the audience cannot help but pity his character's evil soul. The violence of the
movie is ever present, but never
excessive, and in the end, it has a
much deeper meaning than a simple,
well. : .gladiator movie. Adding to the
mix is Scott's brilliant visual direction and an awesome score which sew
all of the elements together making a
truly Oscar worthy film and a timeless classic.
'

!:'t&v!:R~ 11e ~!,~,~!:.~!H~•'!_?.ul~ukffhUna~
2. American Psycho
American Psycho was a much-overlooked film released in early 2000.
The movie is a social satire of the late
1980s, personifying all the greed and
materialism of that time into one
character Patrick Bateman Christian
Bale, pe;haps one of the best actors
working in Hollywood, plays
Bateman, . a Manhattan yuppie that
seemingly is the American dream in
the flesh. He has it all money power
'
'.
h
and women, yet at the same ttme e
.
f
hi
.,1ee1s the empttness
i:i: ·
d
.
o s w.e an is
£ ed 1 h
. . 1
d
ore to as out m v10 ent mur erOus frenzies. American Psycho is not
only a commentary on the human
Psyche, but also a black comedy.
Bale's portrayal of the narcissistic
Bateman is amusing, not to mention
the unusual ways he dispatches of his
victims. Yes, American Psycho is very
gory, but one must look past the sex
and violence in order to see the true
positive qualities of this movie. It is a
well-acted, comedic fantasy whose
central character is simply a manifestation of our own subconscious.

if it~1 t"'lr • tU1'1f~1'J J•iat i11 tluir Jim. '"'th.ii ft-.shbatk/uth •ill rtt.U Mftltl 1/ tlt..t
yt.ir $11.eh 4$ bow "1rtth m tb.ty
Q1' .MJll *"1 tiMd tluy luAri • UHU cltetio• jtkt.
·"''"'
Ptrlu/1 tlu f'Ust i•fl1'U#t •f .Jl ii whim
3• Frequency
flmill if tfu./mi'1!4
•tth111uh.
Frequency proves the point that not .,,~ riifJi b11ncJ ftt, t4t tt'llA, TM ,.._, '"'
all science fiction has to be set in a "'t•~t~>•""''' flfr fl~ ~:,l!JPJ>. i•
galaxy far, far away. Instead, Jtr..,o/fit-1. Nt'P'tht."11, ~ .,,., •
Frequency is a much .more "down to ~i.;...
#th~~ u
earth" sort of story. The story involves ;~11;4 .· · .· ·•
.· ·. " tl!~;#""'
a father and son able to communicate i,~~'t:ff'.ii:,"'":§L..,;&,. }"":.:iw~~'L,.,~-\
almost thirty years across time by
means of a short-wave radio. While 4. X-Men
There are many firmly established
this might at first sound corny, it is
.
.
.
principles in Hollywood, just one
quite the opposite. Frequency is at
.h
thrill d' . ed
.
being that movies based on comic
eart
er isgms
as a science
books .w1.11 more than like1y b.ite the
. a
.
.
fiction film. For while the latter is a
k
hi
WJ
strong component, Frequency is real- big one. Just 1oo at story, Ji ge
Dnedd Ti'he Phantom Steel and three
ly about a ~urder mystery, not to
'
'
'
of the four Batman movies have all
mention people's relationships with
shared this fate Fortunately rules
one another. Speaking of which, the
·
'
were made to be broken and Bryan
·
acting is also very good. Dennis
s1·nger succeeded this summer w1·th
Quaid plays Frank Sullivan, while the
·
X-Men, the movie based on the infarelatively unknown Jim Cavaziel
mous comic book. The movie made
plays his son in the future. The two
act beautifully, although they have the monetary equivalent to a small
country and for good reason. The film
very little screen time together.
was low budget, emphasizing charac_Overall thouJh. Frequency is a thriller
centered around a troubled, yet close ters rather than just special effects
While i't was a b1't short i·t stt'll man
community. The film has its corny
'
aged to ente...... :n without becomm'g
.....
moments, but the suspense and drama
far outweighs its flaws.
too much like its predecessors.

""tiYI•

rt•, ""'

5. Ghost Dog: Way of the Samurai
Leading the pack in best independent movies of the year comes Ghost
Dog: Way of the Samurai, an almost
straight to video cinematic gem. When
I first saw the trailer to this film, like
most people I thought it looked incredibly stupid: After all, the movie stars
Forest Whitaker, who while is a good
actoF, I cannot picture being any. sort of
samurai. However, do not let the title
fool you because this is essentially a
hitman movie. Whitaker's character
Ghost Dog lives by the way of the
ancient Japanese samurai, through simple means and loyalty to a crime syndicate who hires him to eliminate their
rivals. However, when the same crime
syndicate turns against him the creed
Ghost Dog follows forces him to take
vengeance. What follows is an in-depth
portrayal of Eastern philosophy combined with the harsh realities of the
Western world, not to mention some
serious ass kicking on the part of Forest
Whitaker. Ghost Dog: Way of the
Samurai has a simple plot but some
complex messages intertwined. Not all
action movies have to be full of John
Woo style pyrotechnics and endless
summersaults, and Ghost Dog proves
this' beyond a shadow of a doubt. Cost
does not determine quality, ·something
that Hollywood may someday learn.
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•
1. Mission Impossible 2

•

..

There are· some actors who should
just not be action heroes. For instance,
Marlon Brando in his current state
would not be a good action hero, neither would James Earl Jones. Now I
used to tltink the same for Tom Cruise,
but apparently John Woo and I do not
see eye to eye on this matter. Mission
Impossible 2, this has to be the worst
movie I saw this year. The pl~t of this
movie is practically nonexistent. At the
start of the film, Anthony Hopkins
wants Tom Cruise to get some sort of
virus thing away from bad guy
Dougray Scott. How our stout protagonist does this is by blowing up ever;in sight; killing more people than
Jeffrey Dahmer and somehow developing a romantic relationship within the
first fifteen minutes of the movie. M/:2
had no plot that I could tell, just one
gun scene to another, and as far as characters you may as well forget about it.
By the time this movie was almost over
I was hoping the virus would kill everyone. Also, how many times did they do
that mask thing? I count~ five, but the
plot was so intriguing I may have
missed one. And why are there doves in
every one of John Woo's films? I found
nothing redeemable about this movie,
except for the slight possibility they
may not make another.

thing

.. "

Worst Five Movies of 2000
.

.

DAVID TAYLOR,
STAFF WRITER

2. Nutty Professor 2: The Klumps
One simple message: Eddie Murphy,
start making funny movies again!
After all, whit ever happened to .the
Eddie ·Murphy we all loved? The
Eddie Murphy of 48 Hours, the Eddie
Murphy of Beverly Billi Cop, the
Eddie Murphy of Vampire in
Brooklyn, well maybe not that one.
Point is, Eddie Murphy may be talented, but his latest outing, The Klumps.is
about as humorous as getting a root
canal. I always though that there was a
limit to the amount of fat and flatulent
jokes ·you could make in one film, but
apparently the filmmakers involved in
The Klumps do not share my same
philosophy. This is the type of movie.I
would have found humorous back in
the sixth grade, '\vhen I thought that
Return of Swamp Thing · was cool (I
was so muve). At any rate, not even
Janet Jackson's breasts could save this
film, which is a sure mark of mediocrity.

4. Hollow Man
The concept of this movie is that
when Kevin Bacon is mixed with
invisibility, insanity results. The
writers of Hollow Man certainly
rushed through the script fast
3. What Lies Beneath
enough, thinking apparently that if a
Wow, a movie _with Harrison Ford killer is' invisible that somehow that
and Michele Pfeiffer that is· directed makes up for bad characters and
by Robert Zemeckis? How can thatbe corny dialogue. The plot of Hollow
bad? . Survey .says, quite a few ways. Man is as follows: a group of scienWhat Lies Beneath has to be the most tists headed by Bacon's character
predictable moyie I have seen in a discovers how to turn people invisilong time, most like~y because the stu- ble. Power-hungry Bacon tries it out
. pid trailer tells us the entire film. This for himself and in a matter of about a
of _course ruins the . apparent, "plot week is driven insane by his invisitwist" thi;tt occurs about thirty minutes bility. What could be a psychological
into the movie, a·lame attempt at repli- thriller turns quickly into a slasher
·eating a classic Hitchcock technique. flick as several no-name actors get
As far as the .story, it is simple ghost shamelessly killed. Once again, I felt
fair; the wife sees things, a couple of that I had ESP during this film, since
scares Harrison Ford walks around it followed all the clicbes of horror
showi~g his manly sixty-year old movies. Kevin Bacon dies about 20
pecks. Speaking of Ford, he is hardly times before they finally kill him.
even in the movie! Most of the film is Also, why does Bacon feel the need
Michelle . Pfeiffer running around . to show his penis in every movie?
screaming and jumping into water. This one was no exception as he
Granted the films climax is pretty shows off his goods about five times
good, but just like bad, boring sex, it _ before they finally erid this awful
"movie."
took way to long to get there.

tN~

BENEATH
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5.. Romeo Must Die

I can just picture it now, somewhere
in the depths of Warner Bros. Studios,
shortly after Lethal Weapon 4, a producer is trying to convince others that
an American Jet Li movie would be a
good idea. Flash-forward about a year
later and here comes Romeo Must Die,
a _martial arts, romance, gangland mess
with about as much acting talent as a
"90210" episode. The filch is a _lame
rip-off of Romeo and Juliet, where two
rival families compete for supremacy
over fishing rights eff the coast of
California. Jet Li belong to one family,
he kills people, Aaliayah belongs to
another, and she shops around. The two
meet and fall in love or something like
that, blah, blah, blah. Jet Li is about as
good of an actor as a trained dolphin.
Sure, it can do lots of stunts, but the
mammal just has no personality. The
plot is predictable. I could see what was
going to happen five minutes into the
film. The one thing that pushed this
movie over the edge is the presence of
DMX in it. The man got fourth billing!
He probably got paid a lot more than
sqme of the other actors, and he only
had about four lines! This movie is not
a good martial arts film and was definitely not a good romance. Next tiine
they.bring a Chinese action star over to
America, make sure the script is good.
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Samantha
Mumba
Gotta Tell You

•

After being a regular on TRL for a
short time with her
hit "Gotta Tell
You," you would
think that
Samantha Mumba
is lieaded for success. The sad truth ·
___. :ls that there are just
too many of this
brand of singer for any newcomer to achieve the success of,
say, Britney Spears. Not only that, but Mumbajust isn't original enough. Her voice sounds like T-Boz's from TLC and her
music sounds exactly like the other girl singers of our ·time:
poppy and synthetic. I'm not saying that the girl doesn't have
talent, but how many tightly-clad teeny boppers can we stand?
Granted, Mumba's music is slightly different than other stars'.
"Body II Body" is mellower with an almost jazzy feel to it.
"The Boy" has the same feel to it, but a little more upbeat. The
true treasure of this album is "Isn't it Strange?", done in an oldfashioned vocal styling of the '50s, but incorporating the beats
and sounds of the '90s. Therefore, this isn't a bad CD; it's just
an unoriginal CD. If you can't get enough of the female pop
stars of today, I suggest checking this CD out. Otherwise, don't
·
end your search here. (C) --K.L.

____

Submarine

Kasey
Chambers
The

Skindiving

In the tradition of Chumbawamba, Submarine has
released Skindiving, another installment of a sort of a
techno-pop with a message. Skindiving combines

clever beats with lyrics that go beyond the usually
incessant techno repetitions, making for an album that
is not only catchy but also intelligent. There is a very
introspective tone to the lyrics, exemplified best in a
song called "Sunbeam." The lyrics say~ "The lies I told
every sucker sold. Down the river for· a profit. Makes
me wonder mmmm what if Jesus won't want me for a_
sunbeam, won't want me for his dreamteam - He
might not want ~eat all.''. Skindiving is definitely a triumph. (A+) --D.M.

Captain

This

Aussie
import
brings a
new sound
to • the
country
music
scene.
Kasey
Chambers' debut CD, The Captain, is a collection of
songs that at times sound like modem country and at
times reminiscent of the past. Her voice at first takes
a bit to get used to, but after you listen to the CD a
few times, it's addicting. Chambers' single, "Cry
Like a Baby," is the opening track, which is vivacious and makes the listener sit up and listen. "Well
if my life was long enough to pack up everything I
love, I would do just that and give it all to you."
Chambers uses simplistic lyrics like these to convey
what she wants to get across to listeners. She should
have a long stay in as a "different" kind of country
singer in the usually conservative town of Nashville.
Chambers brings new sound to old genre. (B-)--B.P.
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Bring this ad with valid
U.C.E ID card in to
Chamberlin's Oviedo
Marketplace and mieve
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•
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Your On-campus Store
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.Avoid the Wait! Reserve your textbooks
.on-line today to avoid'fhe long lines.

• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies

• Natw-.d Vitamins
• Free Health Consultations
• Sports Nutrition
• Wild Weekly Specials
• Bulk Snack Foods
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Spring Semester Books
Available Now!
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LEHO STORIES
A court in Council Bluffs, Iowa, will rule in
early December on whether to admit "brain fingerprinting" evidence that II,1..ight free Terry Harrington,
who has been in prison for 22 years for a murder he
says he did .not commit. Iowa psychiatrist Lawrence
Farwell developed the technique, which he says
measures brain activity (or inactivity) following
attempts to trigger memories; tests on Harrington ·
showed him with no memory of the murder or the
crime scene but with memories of attending a rock
concert with friends on the same night.
High school student Brandi Blackbear filed a federal lawsuit against the school district in Broken
Arrow, Okla., in October for suspending her twice
during the previous school year, once for ·her
Stephen King-type writing journals and once after
the assistant principal implied that Blackbear's
Wiccan "curse" actually caused a teacher to become
ill. "I, for one," said the Oklahoma director of the
American Civil Liberties Union, "would like to see
the (evidence) that a 15"'year-old girl made a grown
man sick by casting a magic spell."

Some of the more Obscure
Election Weirdness

UCF Student Union.

407.541.2000
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about $1,000, the customer can visit a brothel decorated as a traditional Japanese man's "home" fantasy,
of a beautiful young "wife" who waits on him hand
and foot, watches the TV shows he wants to watch,
listens to him brag about his day, refrains from mentioning her own problems, cookf him a meal and has
·
sex with him.

Hwesome!
Latest Survived Impalings: A 22-year-old
Spokane, Wash., pizza 'delivery driver was hit in
August by a 2-foot-long piece of rebar that shot
through the windshield and penetrated his skull, pro~
truding from the back; he requires extensive rehabilitation. And an 18-year-old University of Southern
California student fell out of a second-story apartment window in September and skewered her buttock~ on two wrought-iron security bars; four USC
football players rushed to help, pushing her body
upward to relieve the pressure until paramedics
arrived.
Christines: A 1982 Chevrolet Citation (faulty
wiring) in Winter Haven, Fla., and a, 1991 Eagle
Talon (ignition came 'on when the trunk was·
slammed) in Milton, Ontario, reportedly started up
on their own in incidents in August and October,
respectively. Firefighters were hosing down the
Citation when it mysteriously lurched away from
them; the Talon suddenly ran down a bystander (hospitalizing him in serious condition) during a car auction.

An Atlanta Journal-Constitution database match
proved that 5,412 dead Georgians had voted since
1980, with 15,000 more potentials this year. Tom
Wesson, an Anglo. running for constable in Dallas,
lost even though he had given himself an edge by
renaming himself "Tomas Eduardo Wesson." Kari
Brandenburg, the Albuquerque district attorney, won Recurring Themes
re-election easily over a man who had sent her a
News of the Weird has reported cases of severe
syrupy, flirtatious e-mail message in October but motherhood envy in 1992 (Texas), 1996 (Alabama)
lat~r claimed it was really meant for his wife. To
and 1998 (Illinois), when pregnant women were
comply with residency requirements, a school board killed and their abdomens slashed open so that the
candidate in Miami tried to claim he lived in a 9-by- • fetuses could be stolen. In September 2000, accord11-foot storage shed on his father's property, but a ing to police in Ravenna, Ohio, Michelle Bica killed
judge dropped him from the ballot. And "psychic" a pregnant woman and stole her baby, but because
Jacqueline Stallone, interviewed before Election police suspected her, Bica shot herself to death sevDay, said her dogs had told her telepathically that eral days later. In all four cases, the babies survived.
Bush would win the presidency by "200" votes.

In Their Own Words
Leading Economic Indicators

Retiree Neal Terry, 78, profiled in an October
Dallas Morning News story about his "hobby": "I've
dedicated my life to irritating people. It's a special
gift that I have." "I tell my grandsons, 'You're not
going to like everybody you run across, so go ahead
and irritate them."' (Terry insisted that no one has
ever gotten really angry at him, even the times he
sang the Partridge Family song, "I Think I Love
You," over and over at work.)

France's communist party, once serious opponents of capitalism and religion but lately in severe
organizational decline, hosted a glamorous fundraising party in Paris in October with the fashion
house Prada (featuring supermodels and other trendy
guests), and then a week later staged an art show featuring 30 works portraying a heroic Jesus Christ.
The 'Birch K9 Health & Fitness Centre opened
earlier this year in Heywoed, England, providing
hydrotherapy,_whirlpool, treadmill and magnethera- Law of the Jungle
py to dogs under the direction of trfiln.er Dave
Troy Carlisle, 28, was sentenced to 20 years in
Burdon, according to an August report in The prison in October after being convicted in Brandon,
Washington Post. Despite the club's success in reha- Miss., of forcibly taking the life jacket of a 7-yearbilitating dogs' natural muscles that have weakened old girl and leaving her to drown in a Arkabutla
through dog owners' indolence, one British newspa- Lake; Carlisle told police, "I was thinking I was
per quipped that Birch K9 is the kind of thing that gonna die or she was gonna die." And in July, Alvin
could only happen in America.
Latham was charged with second-degree murder
So important is the vodka industry to the after he survived the sinking of a shrimp boat in a
Russian economy that in August, police in Moscow storm off of the Louisiana coast; police said Latham
forcibly entered the Krystall (Stolichnaya Vodka) stabbed the captain to get the ship's only life vest.
factory, ostensibly to seek tax documents but actually to install an insurgent board of directors to com- Hlso, in the Last month ...
mandeer tax revenues and profits. And-so important
The president of the Caesars Atlantic City casiis the tequila industry to the Mexican economy that no resigned, seeking treatment for compulsive gamearlier this year, federal police moved into the west- , bling. A married couple, both with doctorate
ern states that grow agave (the cactus-like plant that degrees, shot each other to death in a gunfight while
is the main ingredient in tequila) to guard the crops; their young daughters were watching TV in another
recent agave thefts have sent the tequila price out of room (Sacramento). Home-invading robbers tied up
range for many Mexicans.. from about $11 a bottle to a family on Halloween night and loaded up their
about $33.
valuables, diligently pausing several times to pass
Prostitutes in Romania's dismal economy have out candy to trick-or-treaters (Westminster, Calif.).
been forced to spruce up their services, according to Jailers confiscated Derrick Echols' artificial leg after
a June Reuters dispatch from Bucharest, by-agreeing he used it to beat a cellmate with and said they probto cook and clean up after making house calls. And ably wouldn't give it back to him until he is released
-an exclusive Tokyo club has gone even further: For (Peoria, Ill.) .

------- ----- ---· --- --- --- ·------------------- - ... - .. -. - ...

Sunna

Debelah Morgan
Dance With Me

One Minute Silence

The singles "O.D."
and "Power Struggle"
from One Minute
Silence were featured
in the recent Kevin
Bacon movie Hollow
Man. This album by
Sunna is anything but
a
"one-ininute
silence," coming at
the listener with
songs and lyrics that
mostly have to do with life's excesses. Along with "O.D.," a song
about a drug overdose, there are also songs called "Power
Struggle," "Too Much," "Insanity Pulse" and "I Miss," which
opens with the lines "I miss hate, I miss ·war. I miss killing people, and I miss the point." Some of the music on the album is
quite good, but you are unlikely to find One Minute ·Silence
appealing unless you can stomach the strong lyrics. (C) --D.M.

I know, I know: another girl singer. Ahhh! Well,
there's no doubt that you have hearc;l Debelah
Morgan's first .single, "Dance With Me." This catchy
tune is followed by a surprising array of songs. They
don't sound like they were made in the era of
"Oops .. .I Did It Again." In fact, they sound a lot like
the music Whitney Houston sings to (notice I say the
"music" and not the vocals). "Take The Rain Away"
combines a piano with other brass instruments to
sound more like a choir song than a pop song. "Think
Of You" is a cutesy tune that sounds like it's being
.
.
sung to the music of a Casio keyboard. Besides the
"cutesy,". there are ~so slow~r songs. "Bring Back The Sun," for example, is a beautifully sung
?ailad with pr~tty, stmple lyncs that can be considered a theme song for any sappy movie. What
1~ truly annoymg a]?out Debelah Morgan is her need to demonstrate her vocal range in the same
. fas?ion as Mariah ~arey. Once in a while, you will hear that high-pitched "scream" in her songs
(think of that last part in "Dance With Me") .. This is a halt to the otherwise decent music of the
CD. (C) --K.L.
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Aries (March 21-April 19). Take care of old busi- Tuesday and Wednesday. Don't get all upset if
ness on Monday, so you can launch a new project romance doesn't blossom by Thursday, however. It
on Tuesday. Don't make promises to meet your doesn't necessarily mean it won't. It's just that it's
sweetheart for a long, luxurious date then or on hard to get together then, for everybody. It'll be easWednesday, however. You're more apt to be busy, ier a~er Friday, especially with intellectual types.
maybe even traveling. Financial difficulties Friday Don't travel far on Friday though, if you can help it.
inspire you to stick to your budget. If you play by There'll be less congestion on the highways late
the rules, and insist others pay back what they owe, Saturday and Sunday. Don't take an argument too
the pinch will be over on Saturday. Playing out- ·seriously on Sunday, eithS!r. Think of it as fun, even
side's· tempting on Sunday. You'd better-geterrands if you agree to disagree. One (or both) of you might
done first. And, if anything's about to break, it will. . change your mind(s) later anyway.
Take along a spare.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). You're swamped with
Taurus (April 20-May 20). You're trying to balance work on Mon.day, but make time for romance, too.
the budget on Monday, but friends want to lure you Ask a good frie~d to help with some of your·
out to play. If you get an early start on the work, chores. Tuesday and Wednesday that won't be as
there'll be time for both. Tuesday and Wednesday easy. The boss is watching, and you may feel he or
are difficult, due to a hot-headed associate. Find she has it in for you. Actually, he or she is being
some privacy on Wednesday so you can get the like that with everyone. Thursday could be miser- .
assignment finished in peace by Thursday. There'll able if you let somebody else's insensitivity get to
. still be confusion ~l that day, too. Keep hiding out you. Don't. You have plenty of friends who underif you can. You're likely to disagree with an older stand, although they may not be able to do much
person's .orders on Friday. It might be best to keep about it on Thursday or Friday. Get their practical
that ~pinion to yourself a while longer. The boss advice instead, to help you make a wise purchase.
may discover the error on his or her own, the first Saturday, finally, you can relax. On Sunday you
part of next week. Meanwhile, look around for may remember homework that has to be ct'one by
other ways to augment your income, on Saturday Monday. Now that you've been warned, do it in
and Sunday. One idea's so brilliant 6 and simple 6 advanc~. (IJ you can find the time!)
you'll wonder why you never thought of it before.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You're in the mood for love
Gemini (May 21-June-21). Just do whatever your on Monday, but the timing's not quite right. You
partner suggests on Monday. You'll save yourself a don't quite have all the money you'd like to have,
lot of trouble. If you don't have a partner or mate, either. So stick to your work instead, and pretend
you're apt to find at least one likely prospect on you enjoy it. Actually, yol!r workload isn't bad this_.

week. It should be mostly things you like. But from
Tuesday through .Thursday you could take a direct
hit from Cupid's arrow. All sorts of complications
keep you· and your sweetheart from actually running off to Tahiti, as is your wont. You might be
able to work in a good adventure movie on
Saturday night, however. Write letters or e-mail
n~tes to each other in the meantime. A fantasy
takes a real beating on Thursday night, so don't
schedule your date for then. On Friday it looks like
there's some sort of mechanical breakdown .
Nobody said it was always going to be easy!
Saturday night and Sunday should be pretty good
for romance, however 6 once you can get away
from ·_the crowd of other friends who'll be hanging
around.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Discuss your living
arrangements with your roommate on Monday.
There are changes to be made, and they'll be much ..
easier once you agree on what they are. You may
think you've found the funding you're after on
Tuesday, but take care. This could turn out to be ·
more expensive than you thought. A shortage
creeps in on Wednesday, and all sorts of heck
breaks loose on Thursday. Although you settle
down somewhat on Friday, a problem at work
could keep you there late. Don't dismay if it's the
weekend before you can really take action. All that
time you've spend thinking about 'these changes
was a g·ood investment, you'll realize once all is
said and done;
CONTINUED ON PAGE B-14
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(Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Creative work could keep you
busy most of Monday. If you can arrange your own
schedule, set it up that way. Around Tuesday a very
assertive partner comes around. This person is cute,
but can get rather dictatorial sometimes. A good
· sense of humor is a valuable addition to your toolbox. Do not plan a cozy and romantic evening at
home on Wednesday. That is unlikely to happen. It
could on Thursday, if you ignore a comment about
how much money you've spent recently. That
topic's likely to come up again on Friday, so be prepared. Explain the reasons behind your investment,
with lots of technical data, and you might convince
your interrogator that you were right. .Take care of
shopping and errands first thing on Saturday so you
have plenty of playtime that night and on Sunday.
Travel should even go well then, thank heaven!
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Something you have is
worth more or less than you thought. Better stop by
the appraiser's on Monday. The value of your holdings is increasing on Tuesday, through your own
hard work. Use something someone else said in
anger to better your position on Wednesday. Advise
your partner to keep his or her thoughts about the.
boss private on Thursd3:Y and Friday. There's nothing to be gained by blowing up then, and quite a lot
that could be lost. Let your mate cook you breakfast or take you out on Saturday. That shouldn't be
too hard to accomplish. Your house is the best place
for entertaining and for romance this weekend. No
problem, right?

www. UCf!future. com • December 6, 2000

complications popping up. A technical breakdown
at work could botch things on Friday. Make sure to
have copies of all important documents. You may
have to take work home Saturday to get the most
pressing stuff done. Stick close to your own neighborhood over the weekend. A get-together with siblings or close relatives would be just about perfect.
You can talk freely with them.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Love and learning
are linked for you on Monday. So go ahead and be
the teacher's pet! (Oops, is that legal anymore?)
Anyway, you'll think of something. Better do it,
too, 'cause Tuesday's better for launch~ng into a
household project. Plan each change you'll make
carefully, before ripping the house apart. This 'is
likely to take longer and cost more than your initial
estimate. And it could be hard on a relationship, if
your place stays messy through Thursday and even
into Friday. That's likely to happen, by the way.
Knowing ahead of time might help. Love triumphs
·· starting on Friday and definitely by Saturday. On
Sunday you may choose to do some paperwork.
Not a bad idea, if you· don't want to pay overdue
charges.

anyway. Invite your favorite intellectual stimulator
over for dinner on Saturday. That conversation
could go all the way through Sunday, if you decide
it's appropriate. You get to stay in charge, thankfully 6 but, just barely. You're pretty evenly matched.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). A confrontation with an
older person is past on Monday, and you should be
feeling pretty good. You passed the test, or at least
survived. There's a chance you'll be getting more
money on Tuesday, but you'd better count it before
you spend it. A reversal of fortune makes a prize
you win Wednesday a little suspicious, too. And
money from far away· could. be delayed on
Thursday. It's not that you won't get it, but it might
take longer than expected so don't waste anything.
Make only very practical plirchases on Friday and
Saturday. Entertain at your house over the weekend. Tell friends it's a potluck, and you might even
show a profit, food-wise.

Expires: July 31st, 20~1-1
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SANDRA COLLINS, TRANCEPORT 111
9:00pm - 3:00am, tickets $10

•

EEKLV AT THE GROOVE
ROBE
Progressive Breaks & High Energy House - 18 & up *Free admission until llpm, $1.50 drafts

BD 1S Retro Night wl SCOTTY B
80's Dance & Aetro Vinyl

IAN McDANIEL
Progressive House & Trance

ADRENALINE SUNDAYS wl DJ A.J. ·
& 96.3 PARTY 1S VIC THE LATINO
Dance, Hip Hop & Top 40 - 18 & up *Free admission for FL. Residents
-

.

the groove@ · 1ty\Nalk®
Info:

•

(487) 161·8888 or www.cltywalkorlando.com

Take 1-4 Exit 298 (westbound) or 30A (eastbound) and follow the signs to Universal.
Groups; events, entertainment and times subject to change.

'hcludes Valet Parking. Uni-' CityWlll< 1M & C 2800 ~~I Sl:Udlas. CiiyWalk @Uni-I Sl:Udias. IJNIVERSAL Orlando,

me groove SM Universal Sl:Udloa. C 2000 Unlvenal Orlando. All Rights Reaerved. CW210653/1100
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Altamonte

ri!Je1v '07

CHEROKEE
SPORT
6 cylinder, a/c, lo~ded

@:5i9~r:ive!

39x$199tmo

@)Jem '07

DAKOTA
QUAD CAB SLT

&Geta

auto, a/c, alloy wheels loaded!

@Sign £.!brive!

39x $269tmo
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1·877 ·WE ·GIVE CREDl.T

w w w . b o b ·d a n· c e . c o m

BOB DANCE

ORLA
JEEP

HWY 1 7 · ·9 2 ( 1 M I. S.• 0 F Fl EA W0 Rl D)
HURRY! DON'T MISS OUlll • ·coMP llSA SKU#278007 Model Includes Apple Pro Keyboord. Apple Pro Mouse. modem coble. MAC OS 9. QuickTime. Appleworks. Microsoft Internet Explorer. Microsoft Outlook Express. Netscape Communicator. Quicken Deluxe 2000. Palm Desktop.
FAXstt, Bugdom and Nanosaur software; complete setup. learning and reference documentation: Limited warranty; 30 doys of free internet service through Eorthllnk. All offers with opproved credit. Excludes prior purchases. All prices and payments Include factory rebates. owner
loyalty rebates and lease loyalty rebates where applicable. All leases to qualified buyers with 740 beacon score.• Leases ore 12.000 miles per year. J5e per mile thereafter. No dealers or brokers. Vehicles subject to prior sale. See dealer for details
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